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ABSTRACT

Home/School/Community Factors Which Compete
with Time High School Students
Spend on Homework

by

John A. Sadler, Doctor of Education
Utah State University, 1992

Major Professor: Dr. Ross Allen
Department: Secondary Education

Home/school/community factors of student jobs, extracurricular activities,
church activities, community activities, family activities, and television watching were
examined to determine the relationship between these factors and the time students
spent on homework. Two hundred forty-seven high school students were used as
subjects. A student time log and questionnaire were developed and used to collect
the data. Eight students were closely examined through case studies. When time
spent on homework was correlated with time spent at a job, the results were strongly

viii
negative (r = -.89). Time spent on homework was moderately correlated (r = + .46)
with time spent in extracurricular activities. When time spent on homework was
correlated with time spent in family activities, the results were moderately negative
(r= -.41 ). Time spent on homework was moderately correlated (r = +.64) with time

spent in church activities. When time spent on homework was correlated with time
spent watching television, the results were strongly negative (r

= -.77).

No

statistically significant difference was found between the number of conflicts aboveaverage students reported doing homework and the number of conflicts belowaverage students reported doing homework. A call was made for parents, students,
and school personnel to beawareofthe possible negative effects of students spending
excessive time at jobs, watching television, and in extracurricular activities.
(200 Pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Homework is generally accepted as an important part of education. School
reformers in recent years have recommended more homework as part of the remedy
to make American students more competitive with their European and Japanese
counterparts. These recommendations are based in part on the assumptions that
teachers know what constitutes quality homework and assign homework
accordingly. Furthermore, the call for more homework is partially based on the
assumption that the research base on homework supports the claim that more is
better.
In reality, the research on homework is only a modest body of scholarly work
and many areas of the homework process never have been researched. Therefore, the
role of research in shaping homework policy and strategies for teachers and parents
has been minimal.
This study was designed to investigate a part of homework that has never
been examined: the home/school/community factors that compete with time students
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spend on homework. The home/school/community factors that this study will
investigate are students' jobs, extracurricular activities, community activities, church
activities, family activities, and television watching.
Although some studies have compared the relationship between st udent
achievement and time students spend watching television (Williams, Haertel, Haertel,

& Walberg, 1982), no studies have been found that investigated the relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent watching television. Furthermore,
no studies have been found which looked at the relationship between the time
students spend on homework and the time students spend at student jobs,
extracurricular activities, community activities, church activities, and family
activities. Therefore, the purposes of this study were to:
I. determine the amount of time students spend on homework, at student
jobs, in extracurricular activities, in community activities, in church activities and in
family activities;
2. discover the relationship bet ween time spent on homework and time spent
at student jobs, in extracurricular activities, in church activities, in family activities,
and television watching;
3. compare the conflicts between homework and home/school/community
activities experienced by above-average and below-average st udents; and
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4. illustrate conflicts between time spent on homework and time spent in
home/school/community activities on an individual basis using case studies.
The results of this study will add to a better understanding of the homework
process. Specifically, the theoretical and practical importance of this study will be
to:
I. help teachers, parents, and policy makers better understand the conflicts
between time spent on homework and time spent at student jobs, in extracurricular
activities, in community activities, in church activities, and in family activities;
2. aid teachers, parents, and policy makers to develop reasonable homework
guidelines; and
3. add to the conceptual thinking surrounding the homework process.

Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1: Among high school students, there is an inverse relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent at a job.
Hypothesis 2: Among high school students, there is an inverse relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent in extracurricular activities.
Hypothesis 3: Among high school students, there is a direct relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent in family activities.
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Hypothesis 4: Amon g high school students, there is a direct relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent in church acti vities.
Hypothesis 5: Among high school students, there is an inverse relationship
between time spent on homework a nd time spent watching television.
Hypothesis 6: Above-a verage high school students have more co nflicts
between time spent on homework and time spent at a job than below-average high
school students.
Hypo thesis 7: Above-average high school students have more conflicts
between time spent on homework and time spent in extracurricular acti vities than
below-average high school students.
Hypothesis 8: Above-average high school students have more conflicts
between time spen t on homework a nd time spent in family activities th an belowaverage high school students.
Hypo thesis 9: Above-average high school students have more conflicts
between time spent on homework and time spent in church activities than belowaverage high school students.
Hypothesis 10: Above-average high school students have more conflicts
between time spent on homework and time spent in community activities tha n belowaverage high school students.
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Definition ofTerms

Above-Average Students: Students with a grade point average equal to or
greater than 3.0.
Below-Average Students: Students with a grade point average below 3.0.
Extracurricular Activities: All school-related activities, other than homework ,
that occur during nonschool hours.
Homework: Tasks assigned by teachers that are meant to be carried out
during non school hours (Cooper, 1989, p. 35).
Released Time: A class period taught during the regular school day in which
a student is released from the school to receive religious instruction. No graduation
credit is given for this class.
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CHAPTER li
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Homework is often mentioned as one of the basics for educational
improvement. The educational report A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983) maintained that "the amount of homework for high
school seniors has decreased (two-thirds report less than one hour per night) and
grades have risen as average student achievement has been declining" (p. 19). The
report recommended that additional homework be given to boost achievement.
Mortimer Adler (1982) in the Paidea Proposal gave homework a central
position in education by stating that:
... the heart of the matter is the quality of the learning that goes on
during the hours spent in class and during the time spent doing
assigned homework ... .The quality oflearning, in turn , depends very
largely on the quality of teaching--teaching that guides and inspires
learning in the classroom, and that directed and motivates learning to
be done in homework. (pp. 49-50)
The annual Gallup poll of attitudes toward public schools (Gallup, 1985)
revealed that 47% of parents of students who attended public high schools wanted
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more homework assigned, while 31% of parents were against more homework.
However, 60%ofparents of students who attended private high schools wanted more
homework, while only 19% of those parents wanted less homework for their
students.
There has not always been a call for rigorous standards of homework. Some
of the earliest writings on the subject opposed homework on the grounds that it was
unwholesome, professionally unsupervised , and allowed students to practice mistakes
(Weiner, 1912; "The First Step," 1913).
Foyle and Bailey (1988) argued that from 1913 until 1937, "The homework
debate centered on whether homework caused harmful effects to students' mental
and physical health" (p. 292). For example, Sutcliffe and Canham (1937) found that
st udents who performed an extra hourofhomework suffered noticeable fatigue. The
mind was viewed as a muscle and homework was viewed as a means of disciplining
children's minds (Brink, 1937).
From 1937 to 1978, research on homework was focussed on whether or not
homework should be assigned with regular classroom studies (Foyle and Bailey,
1988). Most of the studies during this period were homework versus no homework
investigations which yielded mixed results.
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During the past IS years, researchers have concentrated on difTerent aspects
of the homework process. For example, Lee and Pruitt ( 1979) developed a taxonom y
of homework, dividing homework into four different types: preparation, practice,
ex ten sio n, and creativity. Wolf(l979) investigated the relationship between parent
involvement in homework and student achievement. Austin (1979) and Dick ( 1980)
examined the efTect of instructional feedback on student performance.

The Case in Support of Considerable Homework

One argument for homework is simply that students, parents, and teachers
expect homework assignments. As early as 1966, data from over 12,000 students,
parents, a nd teachers found that most of the respondents favored and expected
ho mework (Check & Zeibell , 1980).
Another reason for homework involves the realm of the hidden curriculum.
It is supposed that homework teaches some desirable traits to young people-disciplines the mind , develops study habits, fosters self-discipline, encourages
responsibility, requires time managemen t, and develops creativity (Yeary, 1978).
Paschal, Weinstein , and Walberg (1984) argued that it is reasonable to suggest that
additional homework might enhance school lea rning. Paschal et al. ( 1984) observed
that by the age of 18 a child has had a bout 78,800 wakeful hours; this ass umes an
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average of 9 hours each 24-hour day for sleep and 3 more for eating, bathing,
exercising, and moving from place to place. Assuming 180 6-hour school days for
I 2 years, just I 3,000 hours or about one-sixth of the potential educative time is spent
in school. By way of comparison, assuming an average of 4 hours per day year
round, 26,300 hours or one-third of the potential educative time is spent in leisure
television viewing. Furthermore, some studies oflearning variables generally show
the psychological environments ofhomes, particularly the intellectual stimulation of
parents, to have an influence on student achievement (Rankin, 1967; Wolf, 1979;
Epstein, I983).
Keith (1982) argued that research had shown that good study skills and
increased time spent on homework should improve student achievement. He further
predicted additional homework would positively a!Tect student achievement at
modest levels even after controlling for such background variables as ability.
In an analysis of early studies, Goldstein (1960) pointed out that most of the
studies supported homework while producing very little conclusive evidence against
homework. Goldstein suggested that there was reason to believe that homework was
of value in promoting achievement in the basic subjects, in developing independent
research skills, and in promoting independent study habits.
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The Case in Support of Minimal Homework

A major argument against homework has been the poor home environments
of many students (Kerzic, 1966). Students generally require well lighted, clean, and
comfortable surroundings with adequate reference books for learning to take place.
Furthermore some parents who are confused by new terminology and methods of
instruction are not able to aid their children in many subject areas (Shuman &
Sublett, 1970).
Moreover, homework has often been viewed as a source of friction between
teachers and parents. Teachers are often disturbed when homework has been
completed by parents rather than the student. Also attempts by the teacher to
enforce completion of homework by the student create conflicts and feelings within
the classroom (Seligmann, 1979). Additional friction may arise if homework
interferes with a child's after-school activities involving church, clubs, sports, and
home responsibilities.
Another argument against the practice of homework came from a seventhgrade reading teacher in Peoria, Arizona (Gerry, 1970). After five years of teaching,
Gerry had been unable to develop a satisfactory homework policy.

He was

particularly frustrated with grading disadvantaged youngsters who had no suitable
home environment in which to study. Gerry was further disturbed with the
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complexities of homework when his own daughter in the elementary school wou ld
so metimes get two hours of homework a night while other nights she wou ld receive
little or none.
After participating in a seminar on homework with other teachers, Gerry
(1970) and the other teachers involved arrived at the following conclusions:
I. Much homework is just busywork.
2. The rationale of assigning homework to elementary students simply
because they will be getting homework in high school and college is not so und.
3. Schoolwork shou ld be done under the supervision of a teacher so that each
student has an equal opportunity to get adequate assistance.
4. Students should be enco uraged to do their work in schools so that they will
have free time out of school for recreational a nd family activities. (p. 20)
The following year, Gerry (I 970) in stituted a program of "no homework" in
one of his classes. He gave these students time in class to do more individual work
and cut down the amo unt of time he spent talking to them. According to Gerry the
results were conclusive: (a) these students out-performed any other class he had; (b)
these students came to class ready and willing to learn; and (c) these students paid
more a ttention to the teachers when they did speak. Gerry did not mention how he
obtained these results or what measurements if any he used.
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Review of Empirical/Analytical Studies of Homework

The empirical/analytical studies located within the last 15 years included a
study by Tamir (1985) who surveyed students in Jerusalem and found that these
students devoted one hour or less per week to science homework. Walberg and
Shanahan (1983) analyzed information from 24,159 high school seniors and
concluded the average number of television hours watched per day is equal to the
average time spent doing homework per week, 4.5 hours.

Another study was

conducted by Maertens (1969) who found no significant difference in arithmetic test
scores between students who were and students who were not given arithmetic
homework.
Maertens and Johnston (1972) proposed to (a) determine the effects of
arithmetic homework involving planned parental participation and to (b) determine
whether children receiving knowledge of results from their parents differed
significantly in arithmetic performance or attitude from those students receiving
knowledge of results upon completion of their total assignments.
Parents received a letter requesting permission to involve their child in an
experiment and also requesting parent cooperation to become involved in the study.
From these responses children were randomly assigned to treatments so that each
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fourth , fifth, and sixth grade teacher had all three treatment groups within each
class.
The treatments included:
I. No Homework: These students were not given any homework.
2. Per Problem Knowledge of Results:

These students received daily

homework assignments Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

The

homework was designed to complement and enrich the material given in class. A
parent was to observe the child while the homework was being performed. As the
problems were completed by the student, the parent was requested to give only the
correct answer; no praise or criticism was allowed.
3. Delayed Knowledge of Results: Students in this group were given the same
assignment as those students in Group 2, but knowledge of the answers was given by
the parent at the end of the entire lesson rather than after each problem.
The results of the study indicated that homework combined with parental
involvement does have significant effect upon both computation and problem solving
abilities of students. The study further found that whether parents gave immediate
information feedback after every problem or whether the feedback was given at the
end of the assignment made very little difference.
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Gray and Allison (1971) tested the hypotheses that there would be no
statistically significant difTerence in scores on math tests involving students who had
completed regularly assigned practice-type homework as compared to students who
were not assigned homework. Sixty-four pupils in the sixth grade were randomly
assigned to two groups in two classrooms and designated as Treatment Group I and
Treatment Group II. Treatment Group I was given the regular math curriculum and
three homework assignments per week, 20 minutes long. Treatment Group II was
given the regular math curriculum and no homework. At the end of four weeks, the
treatments were reversed so that the homework group became the group receiving
no homework. All students were told they were in an experiment to eliminate any
experimental efTect.
The findings from the achievement post tests revealed no significant
difTerences between groups assigned homework and those not assigned homework.
It should be noted that the experimental treatment was concerned with assigning

homework rather than the amount of homework that was actually completed.
Often quoted in the literature on homework is a study by Keith ( 1982), who
studied the relationship between time spent studying on homework and high school
grades. The sample consisted of 20,364 high school seniors drawn from the "High
School and Beyond" longitudinal study. A questionnaire was sent to high school
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seniors asking for specific information about academic grades and time spent on
homework. The study resulted in a correlation of.320 between amountoftimespent
studying and grades. When race, background, ability, and field of study were
controlled, the correlation fell to .192. The strongest effect on high school grades
was from intellectual ability with an r = .422. Keith noted "that neither race nor
socioeconomic status had an appreciable direct effect on grades when abi lity, field
of study, a nd study time were controlled" (1982, p. 250).
Another finding of the survey was that the student grade point average was
almost a "B" while the mean time spent on homework was about three hours per
week. Keith , therefore, suggests that increased homework and more stringent
grading standards on homework might increase both student achievement and
confidence in the schools.
Keith ( 1982) selected five variables to test in predicting academic grades: race,
family background, ability, field of study, and homework tin1e. He also held
variables constant and partialed out each variable which gave it more meaning.
Keith (1982) also points out that "teachers can assign more homework (close to 4%
of responding seniors indicated that they were not required to do any homework)"
(p. 252). He continues that "parents might distrust the schools if their child received
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B grades a nd then performed poorly on standardized tests, such as the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, or later in college or employment" (p. 252).
Elawar and Como (1985) conducted a study outside the United States to (a)
determ ine if a relationship exists between feedback on student homework
assignments and st udents achievement a nd to (b) examine the degree to which
constructive feedback was differentially effective for students of different abilities and
a ttitudes toward mathematics. The su bjects were 504 six th grade students from the
classrooms of 189 teachers in three public elementary schools in Guaya na City,
Venezuela. The schools were selected at random from 40 elementary schools in the
city. Each class contained one experienced teacher a nd between 34 and 45 students.
The written feedback provided constructive criticism plus at least one positive
remark on work well done. The experimental design was a 3 (school) x 3 (trea tment)
x 2 (sex ) factorial. The three treatments were an experimental group , a knowledgeof-results control group , and a half-class treatment added as an addition al control
(p.l65).
The study found that there was a significant effect of information feedback
on achievement regardless of ability level.

The st udy also demonstra ted the

effectiveness of teacher training because the participating Venezuelan teachers
engaged in workshops to learn how to give effective infom1ation feedback.
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Walberg (1990) investigated approximately 8,000 stud ies on elementary a nd
secondary students with the intent to provide a compact summary of effecti ve
teaching methods.

Of the 8,000 studies, Wahlberg found two st udies which

investigated the effect teacher comments on homework had on learnin g. The two
studies yielded an effect size of .83.

Walberg also found five studies which

investigated the effect teacher-graded homework had on learn ing. The five studies
produced an effect size of. 78.
Page and Keith (1981) used the High School and Beyo nd Questionnaire to
access the amou nt of homework high school seniors had done. They also wanted to
see if there was a difference between the amo unt of homework students in public
schools did and the amount of homework studen ts in private schools did. Page and
Keith ( 198 1) weighted the responses of the seniors so that these answers could be
quantifiable. Their findings were:
I. The most frequent report of st udents doing homework was under three
hours per week for all courses combined.
2. The average time spent on homework including college bound was 3.7
hours per week.
3. Academically talented students worked harder than their classmates.
4. Pri va te schools do generally require more homework than public schools.
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Conclusions of Past Reviewers

Austin (1979) undertook an extensive review of the literature in mathematics
homework. Many of the early studies prior to 1950, according to Au stin , had
procedural problems and therefore any conclusions drawn from these studies should
be guarded. When analyzing all studies where homewo rk versus no homework

groups were compared, sixteen groups showed a significant difference favoring the
homework group. No differences were found in thirteen of the comparison groups
while no comparison favored the non-homework group.
Nine conclusions were drawn by Austin based on his review of studies after
1950:
I.

Homework seems preferable to non-homework at least for grades 4

through 10.
2.

The effects of homework may be cumulative in nature.

3.

Parental involvement alone does not insure the effectiveness of

homework.
4.

Routine drill homework may not be of much value.

5.

Homework seems generally to improve computational skills.

6.

The effect of homework on problem solving skills is less clear.
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7.

There is little information on the length of homework assignments.

8.

No study has found a relationship between homework and attitude

toward mathematics.
9.

Every homework problem need not be graded. (1979, pp. 119-120)

One of the most often quoted studies on the effects ofhomework was a review
by Paschal eta!. (1984). These researchers conducted a computer search ofERICand
Dissertation Abstracts International to locate all studies related to homework. Sixtyseven documents were discovered, but only 15 were selected for analysis because they
provided sufficient statistics for quantitative synthesis. The studies were then coded,
effect sizes were calculated, and weightings were assigned to studies with unequal
sample sizes.
Paschal eta!. (1984) concluded from their meta analysis that:
I. Homework shows a moderately large effect size, particularly when the
homework is commented upon and graded.
2. Students in the United States may score lower than students in foreign
countries because United States' students spend less time on homework.
3. Few good studies on homework have been produced.
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4. More homework a nd less television wo uld be beneficial to school learni ng.
Exception to Paschal and associates a nd their findings is taken by Barber

( 1986). Barber maintains that of the 15 studies reviewed by Paschal eta!. , on ly four
actuall y measured the effect of homework versus no homework. Barber also takes
excepti on to the claim th at homework is beneficia l if it is graded or commented upon
because only one study in the meta a nal ysis measured this relationship. He further
crit icizes the study because 12 of the 15 st udies dealt with mathematics with little
empirical evidence as to whether homework has any effect on other subject areas.

Summary

To begin this review, a computer search was conducted with Educational
Resources Infom1ation Ce nter (ERIC) using the key word or descriptor
"homewo rk." Over three hundred citation s were retrieved usin g this method. This
database, however, begins with those publications printed after 1965.
A seco nd method to obtain information prior to 1965 was then used. Past
reviewers' reference lists were used to locate research articles prior to 1965 and any
other publications that might not have been included in ERIC. Those past rev iewers
included Goldstein (1960), Friesen (1979), Austin (1979), Knorr (198 1), Paschal et
a!. ( 1984 ), and Keith (1986).
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Using these two methods, 62 additional studies were located and reviewed.
The results of the studies are amazi ngly difTerent. Paschal et al. (1984) believe the
reason for the difTerent results of the homework studies is because:
... much of the voluminous, 70-year old literature on
homework is opinionated and political, and
surprisi ngly few methodologically adequate studies
have been conducted.
Additional randomized
experiments are needed to estimate the efTect more
accurately although it can be said that homework
appears to benefit learning especially if graded and
commented upon. (p. 104)
Furthermore, Cooper (1989) agrees with Paschal about the methodological
weakness of the homework studies thus far conducted. Cooper points out that most
of the studies so far conducted on homework have problems with research design and
sampling techniques (p. 193-194).
Even though research methodology is a problem in many of the homework
studies, some studies have shed light on parts of the homework process.

For

example, feedback on homework assignments improves academic performance
(Eiawar and Corno, 1985); advance organizers used in homework assignments also
improve academic achievement (Lui ten & Aerson , 1980); and parental involvement
a lone does not insure the efTectiveness of homework (Austin, 1979).
However, there are many parts of the homework process that have never been
studied. The home/school/community events which compete for student time spent
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on homework have never been studied.

Also the relationship that completion

deadlines have on homework assignments has not been studied. Another area of the
homework process that has never been examined is the effect that sibling help has on
homework effectiveness (Cooper, 1989, p. !55). These areas of conceptual gaps or
om is ion of past investigations merit examination of future research.
This study was designed to investigate a part of the homework process that
has never been studied before: the home/school/community factors which compete
with time students spend on homework. The home/schoollcommunity factors that
this study will investigate are students jobs, extracurricu lar activities, television
watching, com munity activities, and family activities.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD

Pilot Study

A pilot st udy was conducted to investigate the conflicts that students had
doing homework. It was determined that three separate steps would be used to
gather data: a student time log to determine how much time students spent in
various activities for a three week period; a questionnaire given to students, teachers,
and parents about activities conflicting with time spent on homework; and an
interview with students, teachers, and parents. The study wou ld then compare a nd
co ntrast the information obtained from students, teachers, and parents.

Procedures
A student time log was given to students to fill out on a weekly basis for a
period of three weeks. One social studies class of 24 students was selected to fill in
the student time log. The class was chosen because of the socioeconomic and grade
point average diversity of the students. The researcher, who was the assistant
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principal of the schoo l at the time, handed out and collected the time logs on a
week ly basis.
At the end of the three-week period, each studen t was given a questionnaire
(see Appendix C) to fill out. Five students were then interviewed . The interview
consisted of asking the st udents to explain their answers on the questionnaire in more
detail. Students were also asked for suggestio ns on how to improve the time log and
questionnaire.
Twenty teachers were selected at random to participate in the teacher
questionnaire (see Appendix C). Five of the 20 teachers were then selected at
random to participate in an interview. The interview consisted of asking the teachers
to explain their answers of the questionnaire more fully. The teachers were a lso
asked how to improve the questionnaire.
Questionnaires were sent to the parents of all 24 st udents. The parents were
asked to independently fill out the questionnaire and return the questionnaire in an
enclosed self-addressed envelope (see Appendix C). Of 48 questionnaires sent out,
8 were returned within the first week and 6 more after a follow-up letter was sent.
Five parents consented to be interviewed when contacted by telephone.
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Pilot Study Result s and Recommendation s
Stqdent time lo g: Fifteen of24 student time logs were used for tabul a tion .
Of the nine which were not used, five were not usable because of mi stakes and four
students refused to fill out the time log for the third week. The results of the student
time logs a re recorded in Table 7.
The following conclusions and recommendations were made regarding the
student time log:
I. The log itself worked well and was easy for the students to understand and
fill ou t.
2. The time period in which students fill out the log had to be reduced to two
weeks rather th a n three weeks.
3. The researcher, who was also the assistant principal should not be involved
in distributing or collecting the log. The teacher should perform those tasks.
4. The logs needed to be filled out and collected the same day.
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Table I
Pi lot Study Stqdent Time I og Summary in Hours Cn = 151

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

5.7

1.07

Job

2.9

.88

Grooming

3.8

.84

.4

.II

4.6

1.48

Pri vate Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone
Sleep

57.2

4.9

Travel

2.3

.72

TV

8.4

2.14

School Related
School

33.8

2.52

Participate in
Extracurricular Activity

2.9

.86

Attend/Observe
Extracurricular Activity

1.8

.55

Homework Alone

6. 1

Homework with Friends

2.1

1.2
.64

C hu rch Meeting or
Activity

2.3

.66

Fami ly Activity

2.2

.61

17.2

5. 12

14

1.31

Social

Time with Friends

Other
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Student questionnaire and interviews All24 students completed the student
questionnaire. Ten of 24 st udents listed a job as one of three main reasons they did
not complete homework. Twelve listed schoo l ac tivities as a main reaso n for not
completi ng homework (see Appendix C for results to Pilot Study Student
Questio nnai re) . The interviews added little information.
The following conclusions and recommendation s were made regarding the
student questionnaire:

I. The questionnaire was easy to fill out a nd did not require much time.
2. A ranking of homework requirements from each class may be beneficial.
3. Many of the questions should be reworked and grouped to make more

sense. For example, it was not appropriate to ask a student to respond to a question
abo ut how often homework and his/her job conOicted if the student did not have a
job.
4. The interviews should be dropped in favor of indi vidual case studies.
Teacher questionnaire and interviews

The teachers responded in the

questionnaire th at the main reasons that students did not complete their homework
were (a) they did not want to, (b) they chose to watch television , a nd (c) they did not
have time because of a job (see Appendix C). Thirteen teachers out of twenty
responded that their students completed all of their homework bet ween 20% and 40%
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of the time. The same points were stressed by the five teachers involved in the
interview.
The following conclusions and recommendations were made regarding the
teacher questionnaire and interviews:
I. While the teachers responded as accurately as possible, 17 teachers out of
20 admitted they were guessing most or all of the time on the questionnaire.
2. All five teachers interviewed believed students could do much more
homework than they do but admitted they were guessing as to what events conflicted
with homework.
3. The teacher questionnaire itself was flawed in a number of ways.
4. It was therefore determined that the teacher questionnaire and interviews
should be dropped from the study.
Parenl questionnaire and interviews The parents identilied the three major
reasons th a t their son/daughter did not complete his/her homework as (a) he/she did
not know how to do the assignment, (b) he/she did not have time because of school
activities, and (c) he/she chose to spend time with friends. Nine out of the 14 parents
surveyed believed that their son/daughter completed his/her assignments 80% to
I OO% ofthe time(seeAppendix C). The live parents interviewed generally conlirmed
the lindings of the questionnaire. However, two parents maintained that a problem
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their child had in doing homework was the lack of in struction provided by the
teacher.
The following conclusions and recommendations were made rega rding the
parent questionnaire and interview:
I. The response rate to the questionnaire was very low.
2. The questionnaire was easy to fill out and did not take a lot of time.
3. The five parents interviewed all admitted they were guessing on most of the
questions.
4. It was therefore detem1ined that the parent questionnaire and interview be
dropped from the study.

Sqmmary of Pilot Study

The purpose of the pilot study was two-fold: (a) to test and revise if necessary
the locall y developed measures; namely, the study time log, the student
questionnaire, the teacher questionnaire, and the parent questionnaire; and (b) to test
the research techniques for possible revision and improvement. Throughout the pilot
study the researcher had an opportunity to get feedback from research subjects and
advisors that led to changes in the research measures and techniques. The following
list summarizes the most important findings of the pilot study that led to the
measures and techniques used in the main study.
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I. The time log worked well , but the time period for students to keep the time
log needed to be shortened from three weeks to two weeks.
2. The student questionnaire was moderately effective, but many of the
questions needed to be revised and improved.
3.

The student interviews did not yield the data that were expected.

Therefore, the student interviews should be replaced by individual student case
studies.
4. The data collected from parents and teachers in both questionnaires and
interviews were inadequate. All parents and teachers interviewed admitted they were
guessing to many of the questions. Therefore, it was determined to eliminate entirely
the parent and teacher sections of the study and concentrate on student data.
5. It was determined to triangulate the findings of the study with the use of
the student time logs, the student questionnaires, and individual student case studies.

Description of Subjects for Main Study

Two hundred forty-seven high school students (121 females and 126 males)
were selected as subjects. The subjects ranged in age from 15 to 19 years old with a
mean age of 16.46. Thirteen students were Hispanic, 5 students were Oriental, 2
students were American lndian, and 227 students were Caucasian. Five students
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were main streamed special education and 242 were regu lar education students (see
Table I, Table 2, and Table 3).
The population from wh ich the sample was drawn was all students at Davis
High School, Kaysville, Utah, who are in regu lar educa tion and those special
education students who are main streamed into regular education. At the time this
studywasconducted, the school had a total enro ll ment of! ,966. Thirty-two students
were self-contained special education and therefore were not part of the population
from which the sample was drawn. Davis High School was chosen for this study
because the principal investigator was an assistant principal at Davis High School
at the time the study took place. This rela tionship greatly facilitated the collection
of the data.

Table 2
Age and Gender of Subjects for Maj n Stu dy

Age

15

16

17

18

19

Sub·
total

Female

21

43

38

19

0

121

Male

22

44

41

18

I

126

Total

43

87

79

37

I

247

Mean Male Age = 16.46 Mean Female Age = 16.45
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Table 3
Et hnicity ofSuhjecis for Main Study

Ethnicity

Number of Subjects

Caucasian

227

Hispanic

13

Oriental

5

American Indian

2

Total

247

Table 4
Educaiional Stat11s of Subjects for Main Study

Regular Education
Special Education, Mainstreamed
Total

242

5
247

A stratified sampling technique was employed to assure that the grade levels
(lOth grade students, lith grade students, a nd 12th grade students) were
proportionally represented. [t was determined tha t while individual student data
wou ld be collected, the most expedient way to collect data from approximately 250
students would be in groups. Therefore, nine classroom groups (3 so phomore, 3
junior, and 3 senior) of students were selected randomly. Beca use English is a
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required subject for all students, three English classroom groups were selected from
each grade- lOth , lith , a nd 12th . This random selection process invol ved plac in g
a slip of paper wi th the name of the teacher and the period that she/he taught English
into a container until all classroo m groups of lOth grade English were represented.
Then the slip were mixed thoroughly and three classroom grou ps of lOth grade
students were drawn and then asked to participate in the study. This procedure was
followed for the II th and 12th grades.
Davis High School was composed of three grades, 10 through 12. The
curriculum was comprehensive a nd included instruction in vocation education,
college preparation, and visual a nd performing a rts. There were 3 administrators,
4 counselors, I vocational coordinator, 76 regula r ed ucation teachers and 4 special
ed ucation teachers. One teacher had a doctora te and 36 teachers had master's
degrees. Forty-four teachers had taught for 15 years or more a nd 7 teachers had
ta ught fewer th a n 5 years.
Approximately 95%ofthe students lived in suburbs while 5% lived in a rural
area. [n 1990 and 1991 , the lith grade students at Davis High took the Stanford
Achievement Test for comparison with scores of other eleventh grade students in the
state of Utah. Table 4 shows the scores for those years. Each student selected eight
classes per semester. Four classes were attended on "A" day and the other four
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Table 5
Dayjs High School SAT Results

DAVIS HIGH SCHOOL S.A.T. RESULTS
Ca tegory

1990

1991

Reading

69

69

Math

68

68

Language

58

58

Basic Battery

67

65

Science

71

71

Social Science

73

73

were attended the following "B" day . The students a ttended each class every other
day. Each class lasted for I hour and 35 minutes.

Research Design a nd Procedures for Main Study

In the pilot study, the two activities most frequently mentioned by students
which conflicted with time spent on homework were school extracurricular activities
and student jobs (see Appendix C). The pilot study findings also indicated that
a bove-average students experienced more conflicts th an below-average students. It
was determined , therefore, to use work, student activities, and grade point average
to separate the students who participated in the study into one of eight groups (see
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Table 5). Along one side of the design were those variables relating to stude nts with
jobs and students who participated in extra curricul ar acti vities. Four gro ups were
identified: (a) students with jobs but were not involved in extra curricular activities,
(b) students involved in extracurricular activities who did not have jobs, (c) students
who had jo bs and were also in volved in extracurricular activities, and (d) students
who neither had a job nor were involved in extracurricular activities.
The other variable of the design is grade point average. For this st udy the
students were divided into two groups: (a) those with a grade point average of 3.0
or a bove and (b) those with a grade point average of below 3.0. The division was
made at 3.0 because the median grade point average of Davis High School students
was 3.02.
Data for the study was collected in three separate processes: a student time
log, a student questionnaire, and an individual student case study usin g one student
from each of the eight groups in the research design. The student time log (See
Appendix A) was developed and refined from a prev ious student time log used in the
Pilot Study. Students in each of the nine classes were asked to fill out a daily log of
their activities for a two-week period. Because the English classes were held every
other day, the students were given two daily logs to fill out for the two preceding
days. The first day of the week when the class met, the students filled out daily logs
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Table 6
Resea reb Desjgo

RESEARCH DESIGN

Students who work
but are not involved
in ex trac urricular
activities
Students who do not
work but are
involved in
ex trac urricular
activities
Students who work
a nd are involved
in extracu rricular
activities
Students who do not
work a nd are not
involved in
extracurricular
activities

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

Group A

GroupE

Group B

Group F

Group C

Group G

Group D

Group H
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for the previous Saturday and Sunday. The sa me two-week period was used by all
students involved in the study. The two-week period of time was selected in the fifth
and sixth weeks of a nine-week term . Some mid-term exams were given during the
time period. School was in session for ten full days during the time period and no
spec ial events occurred during the period such as a major dance or a state football
pl ay-off game.
Two hundred sixty-four students were asked to participate in the study . Four
declined to participate. Three students were sick for more than one week and
therefore were not included in the study. Ten student time logs had to be di scarded
because of mistakes. The remaining 247 students filled out time logs for 14 days,
which were used in the study. Student time logs were coded for identification so that
they could be matched with the seco nd stage of data collection, the student survey.
Every time the students filled out a daily time log, they were asked to total each
category and then check to make sure the daily total of hours equalled twenty-four.
The time logs were then checked by each teacher for accuracy. Each teacher kept all
time logs in his/her possession until the two-week period was completed. The logs
were then stapled together for each student and returned to the researcher. The logs
were then re-examined by a group of five adults for accuracy.

During this

examination period it was determined tha t thirteen students' time logs would not be
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used because three students were sick for more than one week of the two-week period
and ten students' time logs were too inaccurate. The remaining 247 students had
their logs totaled and averaged on a weekly basis using an individual student tally
sheet (see Appendix B).
The second part of data collection for the study was a student questionnaire.
The questionnaire was given to each of the origina1260 students involved in the time
log study immediately after the time logs were gathered. The questionnaires were
passed out in class and retrieved the same day. Two hundred twenty-three students
out of 260 st udents were present in class the first day the questionnaire was given .
Of the remaining thirty-seven students, twenty-four filled out the questionnaire on
the second day of class and ten filled out the questionnaire on the third day of class.
Three students never filled out the questionnaire.

At the end of the week, the

teachers returned the questionnaire to the researcher. All questionnaires had been
coded by number so that the student filling out the questionnaire could be matched
with his/her time log.
After the questionnaires were gathered and matched with the time logs, each
student was then placed into one of eight groups(see Table6). The third part of data
collection, the individual case study, then took place. One student in each group was
chosen at random to participate in the case study. The eight students were selected
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Table 7
Number of Students in Design Gro qps

RESEA RC H DES IGN

Students who work
but are not involved
in extracurricular
activities
Students who do not
work but are
involved in
extracurricular
activities
Students who work
and are involved
in extracurricular
activities
Students who do not
work and are not
involved in
extracurricular
activities

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR A BOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

Group A

Gro upE

13 students

15 studen ts

Group B

Group F

54 students

53 students

Gro up C

Group G

44 students

25 students

Gro up D

Group H

17 students

26 students
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in the follo wi ng manner. All students in "Group A" had their names placed in a
container.

Five names were drawn out and ranked in order of drawing. For

example, the first student's name drawn out was ra nked number I, the second
st udent's name was ranked number 2, until a list of five students from each of the
eight groups was compiled. Then each of the eight students who had their names
drawn first in each of the eight groups was asked individually by th e researcher if
he/she would participa te in a two-week case study. Five of the eigh t first ranked
students sa id they would participate, whi le three said they would not. The second
ranked students in those three groups were then asked to participa te. All three
agreed to participate.
The case study took place over a period of sixteen weeks. Each student was
observed for a two-week period at home, school, and at many other acti vities.

Description of Measure Employed for Main Study

The instruments consisted of a st udent time log (see Appendix A) and a
st udent questionnaire (see Appendix E); both were developed by the researcher for
this study.
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Student Time I og
This instrument was developed to determine how students spent their time
on a daily bas is.

The time log also provided a means of comparing student

responses on the questionnaire with data collected on the time log. The log was
designed for simplicity and ease in filling out. The time sections were divided into
half-hour increments.

Student Questionnaire
The student questionnaire was designed to determine what activities
conflicted with homework and to what extent these activities conflicted. The pilot
study suggested that the two major conflicts with homework were jobs a nd
extracurricular activities. These two conflicts were addressed in the questionnaire
as wel l as famil y, community, and church activities.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS

Overview of Statistical Procedures

The statistical procedure employed with hypotheses one through five was the
product-moment correlation coefficient, r. The direction and relative strength of the
relationship between two continuous variables were tested in these hypotheses which
suggested that the product-moment rwould be the correct statistical technique.
The sta tistical procedure used with hypotheses six through ten was the z test
of statistical inference for proportions (Johnso n, 1976). This technique estimates the
true popul ation proportion p from the observed value p'. The confidence-interval
formula used was:

p'- z(a/2) ·l(p'q'}ln

where p'

to p' + z(a/2) . v(p'q')ln

=xln,

and q'

=I - p'
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When p has been established for the two proportions, a comparison is made
to see if the proportions (p) including the confidence intervals overlap. If they do not
overlap, the findings suggest that the two proportions are different. However, if the
proportions (p) including the confidence intervals do overlap, the findings suggest
that the two proportions are not different. Therefore, hypotheses six through ten
could be either accepted or rejected.

Description of Findings
Hypothesis I· Among high school studen]s there is an inverse relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent at a job
The correlation coefficient rwas determined by the use of two continuous
variables: (a) time spent on homework per student per week and (b) time spent at a
job per student per week. This information was obtained from the student daily time
logs that were kept for a two-week period for the 97 students in the sample who
reported having a job (see Table 6). Of the 247 students in the total sample, 150
st udents did not have a job and therefore were not relevant to this hypothesis. When
the variables were correlated for all 97 students, the result was r = -.89. Therefore, the
research results strongly support Hypothesis I.
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Additional information relating to this hypothesis is given in Figure I and
Figure 2.

Figure I illustrates the average time spent per student per week on

homework for all of the research groups (A, B, C, D, E, F, G , and H). Figure 2
illustrates the average time spent per student per week at a job for those research
design groups where students reported having a job (A, C, E, and G) .
Hypothesis 2· With high school students there is an inyerse relationship
between time spent on homework and time spenJ in extracurricular activities
The correlation coefficient rwas determined by the use of two continuous
variables: (a) time spent on homework per student per week and (b) time spent at
extracurricular activities per student per week. This information was obtained from
the student daily time logs that were kept for a two-week period for the 176 student
in the sample who reported participating in school sponsored extracurricular
activities (see Table 6). Of the 247 students in the total sample, 71 students did not
participate in school sponsored extracurricular activities and therefore were not
relevant to this hypothesis. When the variables were correlated for all 176 students,
the result was r= +.46. Therefore, the research results did not support Hypothesis

2.
Additional information relating to this hypothesis is given in Figure I and
Figure 3. Figure I illustrates the average time spent per student per week on
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Eigure_2. Average time spent per student at a job
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Average time spent per student at extracurricular activities
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homework for all of the research design groups (A, B, C, D, E, F, G , and H). Figure
3 illustrates the average time spent per student per week participating in school
sponsored extracurricular activities for those research design groups where students
reported being involved in school sponsored extracurricular activities (B, C, F, and
G).

Hypothesis

J Wjth hjgh school students there is a djrect relationship

between time spent on homework and time spent jn family activities
The correlation coefficient rwas determined by the use of two continuous
variables: (a) time spent on homework per student per week and (b) time spent in
famil y activities per student per week. This information was obtained from the
student daily time logs that were kept for a two-week period for the 230 students in
the sample who reported participating in family activities (see Appendix D). Of the
247 students in the total sample, 17 students did not report participating in family
activities and therefore were not relevant to this hypothesis. When the variables were
correlated for all230 students, the result was r = -.41. Therefore, the research results
do not support Hypothesis 3.
Additional information relating to this hypothesis is given in Figure I and
Figure 4.

Figure I illustrates the average time spent per student per week on

homework for all of the research design groups (A, B, C, D, E, F, G , and H).
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Figure 4 illustrates the average time spent per student per week in family activities
for all of the research design groups (A, B, C, D, E, F , G , and H).
Hypothesis 4· With high school students there is a direct relationship
between time spent on homework and time spent in church activities
The correlation coefficient rwas determined by the use of two continuous
variables: (a) time spent on homework per student per week and (b) time spent in
church activities per student per week. This information was obtained from the
student daily time logs that were kept for a two-week period for the 211 students in
the sample who reported participating in church activities (see Appendix D). Of the
247 students in the total sample, 36 students did not report participating in church
activities and therefore were not relevant to this hypothesis. When the variables were
correlated for all211 students, the result was r = +.64. Therefore, the research results
do support Hypothesis 4.
Additional information relating to this hypothesis is given in Figure I and
Figure 5. Figure I illustrates the average time spent per student per week on
homework for all of the research design groups (A , B, C, D, E, F, G , and H). Figure
5 illustrates the average time spent per student per week in church activities for all of
the research design groups (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H).
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Eigme_S_. Average time spent per student in church activities
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Hypothesis S· With high school students ]here is an inverse rela tionship
between lim e spent on homework a nd Jime spent watching tel evisio n
The correlation coefficient rwas detem1ined by the use of two continuous
variab les: (a) time spent on homework per student per week and (b) time spent
watching television per student per week. This information was obtained from the
student daily time logs that were kept for a two-week period for the 240 students in
the sample who reported watching television . Of the 247 students in the total sample,
7 students did not report watching television and therefore were not relevant to this
hypothesis. When the variables were correla ted for all 240 students, the result was
r = -.77. Therefore , the research resu lts do support Hypothesis 5.

Additional information relating to this hypothesis is given in Figure I a nd
Figure 6.

Figure I illustrates the average tin1e spent per student per week on

homework for all of the research design gro ups (A, B, C, 0 , E, F, G , a nd H) . Figure
6 illustrates the average time spent per student per week watching television for all
of the research design groups (A, B, C, D , E, F, G, and H).
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G =Yes Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N=25
H =No Work; No Extracurricular; G PA below 3.0; N=26

~ - Average

time spent per student watching television
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Hypothesis 6· Aboye-ayerage high school studen ts haye more con Oir ls
between time spent on homework a nd time spent at a job than below-average high
schoo l st uden]s
The population proportion pwasestima ted for two pairs of proportions each
with an observed value of p'. The population proportio n p for each pair was
thencompared to see if any overlap occurred between the two confi dence intervals
derived using the formula identified in the Overview ofStatistical Procedures sec tion
of this cha pter.
The first pair of proportions compared the ratio of a bove-average students
in research design gro ups A and C who responded "almost never" or "seldom" on
question #5 of the Student Questionn aire to the ratio of below-average studen ts in
research design groups E and G who responded "almost never" or "seldom" on the
same question. The question was "How often does your job interfere with your
homework?"
In this pair of proportions, 29 out of 57 a bove-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p ' = .51
and p = .51

±

.13. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of above-average

students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" is between .38 and .64 with
95% co nfidence. Furthermore, 22 out of 40 below-average students responded
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"almost never" or "seldom" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' =
.55 and p = .55 ± .15. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of below-average
st uden ts who wou ld respond "almost never" or "seldom" to this question is between
.40 and .70 with 95% confidence. Figure 7 compares the values of p obtained from
responses of above-average students and responses o f below-average students. The
two values overlap between .40 and .64 suggestin g the responses from the two groups
were not significan tly difTerent.
The secon d pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in research design groups A and C who responded "frequently" or "usually" on
question #5 of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio of below-average students in
research design groups E a nd G who responded "frequently" or "usually" on the same
question.
In this pair of proportions, 14 out of 57 a bove-average students responded
"freq uentl y" or "usually" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .25 and

p = .25 ± .11. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of above-average
students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" is between . 14 and .36 with
95% co nfidence. Furthermore, 9 out of 40 below-average students responded
"frequently" or "usually" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .23
and p = .23

±

.13. That is, with alpha = .05, the tr ue proportion of below-average
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students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" to this question is between
. 10 and .36 with 95% confidence. Responses of"abou t half the time" were not used
in either pair of proportions. Figure 8 compares the values of p obtained from
respo nses of above-average students and responses of below-average st udents. The
two values overlap between .14 and .36 suggestin g the responses from the two gro ups
were not significantly different.
In both pairs of proportions, the confidence intervals overlap, suggesting the
responses to question #5 by above-average students and below-average students were
not significantly different. Therefore, Hypothesis 6 is not supported by this research.
Hypothesis ]- Aboye-ayerage high school stqdents baye more conOicts
between time spen t on homework a nd time spent in extracurri cular activities than
below-ayerage high school studen ts
The population proportion p was esti mated for two pairs of proportions each
with an observed value of p '. The population proportion p for each pair was then
compared to see if any overlap occurred bet ween the two confidence intervals derived
using the formula identified in the Overview of Statistical Procedures section of this
chapter.
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The first pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in researc h design groups Band C who responded "almost never" or "seldom" on
question #8 of the Student Questionnaire to th e ratio of below-average students in
research design groups F and G who responded "almost never" or "seldom" on the
same question. The question was "How often does participation in school spo nso red
ex tracurricular ac ti vities interfere with your homework?"
In this pair of proportions, 56 out of 98 a bo ve-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .57
and p = .57

±

.l 0. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of above-average

students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" is between .47 and .67 with
95% co nfidence. Furthermore, 54 out of 78 below-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the same question (see Appendix F) . Therefore, p ' =
.69 and p = .69

±

.10. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of below-average

students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" to this question is between
.59 a nd .79 with 95% confidence (see Appendix G).
The second pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in research design groups B and C who responded "frequently" or "usually" on
question #8 of the Student Questionn aire to the ratio of below-a verage students in
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research design groups F and G who responded "frequently" or "usually" on the same
question.
In this pair of proportions, 18 out of 98 above-average students responded
"frequently" or "usually" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p'
p

=. 18

± .08 . That is, with alpha

=.05, the true proportion

=.18 and

of above-average

students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" is between . I 0 and .26 with
95% co nfidence. Furthermore, II out of 78 below-average students responded
"frequently" or "usually" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .14
and p =.14

±

.08. That is, with alpha

=.05, the true proportion of below-average

students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" to this question is between .06
and .22 with 95% confidence. Responses of "abo ut half the time" were not used in
either pair of proportions (see Appendix G).
In both pairs of proportions the confidence intervals overlap, suggesting the
responses to question #8 by above-average students and below-average students were
not significantly different. Therefore, Hypothesis 7 is not supported by this research.
Hypothesis 8·

Aboye-ayerage high school stqdents haye more conflicts

be]ween lime spen] on homework a nd lime spent in family activiiies than belowayerage hjgh school students
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The population proportion p was estimated for two pairs of proportions each
with an observed value of p'. The population proportion p for each pair was then
compared to see if any overlap occurred between the two confidence intervals derived
usin g the formula identified in the Overview of Statistical Procedures section of this
cha pter.
The first pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in resea rch design groups A, B, C, and D who responded "almost never" or "seldom"
on question # ll of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio of below-average students
in research design groups E, F, G, and H who responded "almost never" or "seldom"
on the same question. The question was "How often does your participation in
family activities interfere with your homework?"
In this pair of proportions, 91 out of 121 above-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p ' = .75
a nd p = .75

±

.08. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of above-average

students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" is between .67 and .83 with
95% confidence. Furthermore, 79 out of 109 below-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' =
.72 a nd p = .72

±

.08. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of below-average
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studen ts who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" to this question is between
.64 and .80 with 9S% confidence (see Appendix G).
The second pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in research design groups A, B, C, and D who responded "frequently" or "usually"
on question #ll of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio of below-average students
in research design groups E, F, G, and H who responded "frequently" or "usually"
on the same question.
In this pair of proportions, 8 out of 121 above-average students responded
"frequently" or "usually" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .07 a nd
p = .07 ± .OS. That is, with alpha = .OS, the true proportion of above-average

students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" is between .02 and .12 with
9S% confidence. Furthermore, 9 out of 109 below-average students responded
"frequently" or "usually" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .08
a nd p = .08 ±.OS. That is, with alpha =. OS, the true proportion of below-average
students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" to this question is between .03
and . 13 with 9S% confidence. Responses of "about half the time" were not used in
either pair of proportions (see Appendix G).
ln both pairs of proportions, the confidence intervals overlap, suggesting the
responses to question #II by above-average students and below-average students
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were not significan tl y difTerent. Therefore, Hypo thesis 8 is not supported by this
research .
Hypothesis 9·

Aboye- aye ra~:e

high school students haye more conOict s

between time spent on homework and time spent in church activities than belowayerage high school student
T he population proportion p was estimated for two pa irso fproportion seach
with a n observed value of p '. The popula tion proportion p for each pair was then
com pared to see if any overlap occurred between the two confidence intervals derived
using the formula identified in the Overview of Statistical Procedures section of this
chapter.
The fi rst pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in research design groups A, B, C, a nd D who responded "almost never" or "seldom"
on question# 14 of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio ofbelow-average students
in research design groups E, F, G, a nd H who responded "almost never" or "seldom"
on the sa me question. The question was "How often does your participation in
church activities interfere with your homework?"
In this pair of proportions, 96 out of 123 above-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the question (see Appendix F) . Therefore, p '
a nd p = .78

±

= .78

.06. That is, with alpha= .05, the true proportion of above-average
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students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" is between .72 and .84 with
95% confidence. Furthermore, 64 out of 88 below-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' =
.72 and p = .72

±

.09. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of below-average

students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" to this question is between
.63 and .8 1 with 95% confidence (see Appendix G).
The seco nd pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average studen ts
in research design groups A, B, C, and 0 who responded "frequently" or "usually"
on question# 14 of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio of below-average studen ts
in research design groups E, F, G, and H who responded "frequently" or "usually"
on the same question.
In this pair of proportions, 8 out of 123 above-average students responded
"frequently" or "usually" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' =.07 and
p = .07

±

.05. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion of above-average

students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" is between .02 a nd .12 with
95% confidence.

Furthermore, 7 out of 88 below-average students responded

"frequently" or "usually" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .08
and p =.08 ±.06. That is, with alpha= .05, the true proportion of below-average
students who would respond "frequently" or "usually" to this question is between .02
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and .14 wi th 95% confidence. Respo nses of "about half the time" were not used in
either pair of proportions (see Appendix G).
In both pairs of proportions, the confidence intervals overlap, suggesting the
responses to questio n #14 by above-average students and below-average students
were not significantly different. Therefore, Hypothesis 9 is not supported by this
research.
H ypolhesis JO· Ahoye-ayerage high school sludenl s haye more conOicls
bel ween lime spenl on homework and lime spenl in communily ac]ivilies !ha n belowaverage hi gh school studenls
The population proportion p was estimated for two pairs of proportions each
with an observed va lue of p'. The population proportion p for each pair was then
compared to see if a ny overlap occurred bet ween the two confidence intervals derived
usin g the formula identified in the Overview of Statistical Proced ures section of this
chapter.
The first pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in research design groups A, B, C, a nd D who responded "almost never" or "seldom"
on question# 17 of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio ofbelow-average students
in research design groups E, F, G, a nd H who respon ded "almost never" or "seldom"
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on the same question. The question was "How often does your participation in
community service or activities interfere with your homework?"
In this pair of proportions, 5 I out of 56 above-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .91
and p= .9 1 ± .07. That is, with alpha= .05, the true proportion of above-average
students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" is between .84 and .98 with
95% confidence. Furthermore, 34 out of 40 below-average students responded
"almost never" or "seldom" to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' =
.85 and p = .85 ±.I 1. That is, with alpha= .05, the true proportion of below-average
students who would respond "almost never" or "seldom" to this question is between
.74 and .96 with 95% confidence (see Appendix G).
The second pair of proportions compared the ratio of above-average students
in research design groups A, B, C, and D who responded "about half the time,"
"frequently," or "usually" on question# 17 of the Student Questionnaire to the ratio
of below-average students in research design groups E, F, G , and H who responded
"about half the time," "frequently," or "usually" on the same question.
In this pair of proportions, 5 out of 56 above-average students responded
"about half the time," "frequently," or "usually" to the question (see Appendix F).
Therefore, p ' = .09 and p = .09 ± .07. That is, with alpha = .05, the true proportion
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of above-average students who would respond "about half the time," "frequently,"
or "usually" is between .02 and .16 with 95% confidence. Furthermore, 6 out of 40
below-average students responded "about ha lf the time," "frequently," or "usually"
to the same question (see Appendix F). Therefore, p' = .IS and p = .IS ± .II. That
is, with alpha

= .OS, the

true proportion of below-average students who would

respond "about half the time," "frequently," or "usually" to this question is between
.04 and .26 with 95% confidence (see Appendix G).
In both pairs of proportions, the confidence intervals overlap, suggesting the
responses to question #17 by above-average st udents and below-average students
were not significantly different. Therefore, Hypothesis 10 is not supported by this
research.
Other Findings

This research yielded nine additional findings other than those identified by
the hypotheses. The first of these findings is the percentage of those students who
worked (see Figure 9). Ninety-seven out of a sample of 247 students in grades I0
through 12 reported that they had a job for which they received a wage. The
research found that 44.5% of above-average students in the sample had a job while
33.6% of below-average students had a job (see Appendix F).
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Second, this research indicated that 176 o ut of247 students were in volved in
scho ol spo nsored extracurricular activities (see Figure I 0). The research found that
76% of above-average students in the sample were involved in school sponsored
ex tracurricular activities while 65.5% of below-average students were involved in
schoo l spo nsored extracurricular activities (see Appendix F).
Third, according to this study above-average students spent considerably
more time on homework than below-average students (see Appendix D) . Aboveaverage students spent an average of 9.79 hours per week doing homewo rk with a
standard deviation of 1.71 hours. Below-average students spent an average of 4.49
hours per week doing homework with a standa rd deviation of 1.32 hours.
Fourth, the student time logs revealed that all students who were involved in
extracurricu lar activities a nd had a job, research design groups C and G , spent
signifi cantly less time with friend s a nd in "Other" activities than students in the other
research design groups (see Appendix D).
Fifth, while the Hypothesis 6 suggestion that above-average students had
moreconnicts between time spent on homework and time spent at a job th an belowaverage students was not supported by the research , the study revealed th at there was
connict between time spent on homework and time at a job. Of the 97 students who
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reported having a job, 47.4% indicated they had co nnicts between time spent on
homework and time spent at their job half the time for more (see Appendix F).
Sixth, o f the 176 students who indicated they were involved in school
sponso red ex trac urricular activities, 42.6% reported aco nnict between time spent on
homework a nd time spent wit h extracurricular activities half the time or more (see
Appendix F) .
Seven th , in responding to question # 18 of the student questionnaire, "What
other activities sometimes connict or interfere with yo ur homework?", five out of
eight resea rch design groups identified "sleep" as one of the to p three connicts (see
Appendix F).
Eight h, question #I of the student questionnaire asking students to "ra nk
you r classes according to how much homework is generally assigned" revealed a
consisten tl y high ranking for social studies in all research design gro ups (see
Appendix F). There may be a relationship between this hi gh ran king and the
reported S.A.T. test results reported in Table 5.
Ninth, the case studies generated subjective data that can aid in the
development of theory and complement the objectivity of the student time log and
student questionnaire (Stake, 1978, pp. 5-8).
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Summary

Homework is generally accepted as an important part of education. School
reformers in recent years have recommended more homework as part of the remedy
to make American students more competitive with their European and Japanese
counterparts.

However, the research on homework which underscores the

recommendation for more homework is only a modest body of scholarly work.
Many areas of the homework process have never been researched.

The

home/schoollcommunity factors which compete with time spent on homework had
never been studied. Therefore, this study was designed to investigate the relationship
between the time students spent on homework and the time they spent at their jobs,
at extracurricular activities, in family activities, in church activities, in community
activities, and watching television.
Two hundred forty-seven high school students, grades I 0 through 12, were
selected as subjects. The population from which the sample was drawn was all
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students at Davis High School in Kaysv ille, Utah. The 247 high school students
were separated into eight research design groups by grade point average and whether
or not they had jobs and where involved in extracurricular activities. Because the
median grade point average of Davis High School students is 3.02, for the purpose
of t his study above-average students were defined as those having a grade point
average of 3.0 or above. B students were defined as ha ving a grade point average
below 3.0. Data for the study was collected in three separate processes: a Student
Time Log kept for a two-week period, a Student Questionnaire, and an individual
student case study using one student from each of the eight groups in the research
design. The Student Time Log and the Student Questionnaire were developed by the
researcher for use in this study.
Ten hypotheses were developed . Five investigated the relationship between
time spent on homework and a nother variable. When time spent on homework and
time spent at a job were correlated, the result was r = -.89. When time spent on
homework and time spent in extracurricular activities were correlated, the result was
r = + .46. When time spent on homework a nd time spent in family activities were

correlated, the result was r = -.41. When time spent on homework and time spent
in church activities were correlated, the result was r = + .64. When time spent on
homework and time spent watching television were correlated, the result was r = -. 77.
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The remai ning five hypotheses compared abo ve-average high school students
with below-average high school students in the frequency of conflicts each group
reported between time spent on homework and time spent in the following activi ties:
jobs, extracurricular activities, family activities, community activities, and church
activities. No significant difference was found in the frequenc y of conflicts reported
by above-average students and below-average students in any of these hypotheses.

Discussion

The results of this study indica ted r = -.89 when time spent on homework a nd
time spent at a job were correlated.

In another study related to this finding ,

Lillydahl (1990) found that modest levels of employment for high school students
may not interfere with academic performance. However, she concluded th at students
who worked in excess of 15 to 20 hours per week missed school more often , spent less
time doing homework, and had lower grade point averages than those students who
worked fewer hours or did not work. Furthermore, Lillydahl recommended that it
"seems appro priate for parents, teachers a nd counselors to recon sider encouraging
intensive employment of students during the school year. This is especially pertinent
in the case of college-bound students" (p. 315). It should be pointed out that
Lill ydahl studied the relation ship between student employment and academic
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performance, while this study compared the relationship between student
employment and time spent on homework. Additionally, Steel ( 1991) studied the
early work experience among white and non-white youths and the implications for
su bsequent school enrollment and employment.

She concluded that early

employment was associated with higher subsequent enrollment for white youths, with
exception of white males working nearly full time. However, among all blacks and
white males longer working hours was associated with lower subsequent enrollment
in high school. She summarized, "The more intense the work experience, the less
likely these youths are to continue their schooling" (p. 443). Similar results were
found by Bachman and Schulenberg (1991).
When time spent on homework was correlated with time spent in
extracurricular activities, the result was r = + .46. Camp ( 1990) conducted a study
that examined the implied causal relationship between the level of student
participation in extracurricular/cocurricular activities and academic achievement.
His findings suggested that academic achievement is enhanced by student
participation in extracurricular/cocurricular activities. While Camp and this study
found evidence that participation in extracurricular activities may be positively
related to time spent on homework and academic achievement, excessive involvement
in extracurricular activities may negatively afTect time spent on homework. Case
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studies for groups Band C illustrate this possibi li ty (see Appendix H). Adamek
(1984) suggests that teachers, parents, and schoo l officials have a responsibility to
keep extracurricular activities in perspective if teenagers are expected to succeed in
school.
The results of this study further indicated a correlation of r = -.77 when time
spent on homework was compared to time spent watching television . In a synthesis
of 23 studies which investigated the impact of leisure-time television viewing on
school learning, Williams eta I. (1982) found a correlation of r = -.05 between the two
vari ables. A slightly positive correlation existed between school learning and tin1e
spent watching television up to I 0 hours of viewing per week, but beyond I 0 hours
the effects were negative and increasingly more deleterious until viewing time reached
35 to 40 hours per week. It should be noted that the variables correlated in this study
were time spent on homework and time spent watching television while the variables
correlated in the Williams et al. study were time spent watching television and school
learning.
This study found that above-average students spent an average of9.79 hours
per week doing homework while below-average students spent an average of 4.49
hours per week doing homework. Research conducted by others found similar
results. Based on 17 empirical studies, Goldstein ( 1960) stated that "the data in most
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studies suggests that regular homework favors higher academic achievement, and a
few of the best designed experiments show this quite clearly" (p. 221). Rutter,
Maughan, Mortimer, and Oustan (1979) reported a correlation ofr = +.46 between
student achievement and time spent on homework. The study was conducted in 12
secondary schools in London. Bailey (1981) reported similar results in his study of
70 classrooms of fifth, eighth, and eleventh grade students. When time spent on
homework reported by students was correlated with studen t achievement, the results
ranged from r = +.10 tor = +.38.

I imitations ofThis Study

The sample of 247 students was drawn from only one high school in
Kaysville, Utah. Furthermore, Davis High School's student population is both
economically and ethnically homogeneous as described in Table 2.

These

demographic factors may limit generalizing these findings to more diverse
populations.
The Student Time Log information was obtained from a two-week period.
A longer period of time may have insured more characteristic data.
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Implications
Five home/school/community factors were investigated to see how each
related to time students spent on homework. Three factors , church activities, family
activities, a nd community activities, appear to conOict very little with time spent on
homework. This may be due in part to the relatively small amount of time spent by
most studen ts in each of these areas. However, three activities, jobs, extracurricular
activities and television watching, appear to be in conOict with time spent on
homework to a greater extent.

This should cause concern to parents, teachers,

school administrators and school board members. Jobs held by high school students
do have benefits. However, parents and students need to be aware of the negative
of high school student employment.

Students who work excessive hours will

probably have difficulty in completing homework and therefore academic
achievement will be affected.

Possible additional consequences for students who

work excessive hours include lack of sleep, lack of exercise, and attendance problems
in school.
Moreover, parents, teachers, school administrators, and school boa rd
members need to be more responsive to student needs in addressing excessive time
demands of extracurricular activities.

While there are benefits of student

involvement in these activities, excessive time spent can be detrimental to the
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academic performance of students. Athletic coaches a nd performing arts directors
should be more considerate in the amo unt of time they demand from st udents
participating in these programs. School district officials and school administrators
should set guidelines for the length of practices for these performing groups.
A school-wide homework policy would be beneficial. This policy should be
an integrated plan based on the most current research findings which specifically
address recommendations for school districts, schools, teachers, parents and students
(Cooper, 1989, pp. 75-91) .
Finally, this researcher found the academic top 5% of those students who
participated in this study generally possessed two traits. First, those tudents were
usua lly involved in a variety of school , famil y, a nd community activities. Second,
those students generally did most activities in moderation.
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STUDENT TIME LOG
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200AM.-~-!r+--!--~-~-+--+-lrt--+--+-~-r----r~

2:30A.M. -t+-t-t--t---.,f-+--t-r--!--t-r--r---H--il----t---1
3:00A.M. -t+-+-+--+--if-+--+-+--+-+-:---+---H--il----1---1
3:30A.M. --H-r+--+-~-~-+--+-r+--+--+-1--~---r~
4:00A.M. --H++---+-+-+--+--+--+-H--1'---H--!----+--1
4:3oA.M. -+-+-r+--+-H--+-+--+--r+--+--+-1--~---r~
5:00A.M. -+-+-t-+--+-H--t-t--+-t-r--t---HI--~---t---l
5:30 A.M. --Hr-t-+--t---t+--t-+----1-t+---t--H--t------f---i

6:00AM. -t-+-+-+-+-H--+-t--+-t-r--t---HI--~---t---l
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CLASS

STUDE NT

I
Relax Alone
Sleep
Eat
Personal Grooming
Travel Time
Schoo l
Partic ipat e in ExtraCurricular Activity
Homework Alone
Homework w/Friends
Job
Family Activity
Private Lesson/Practice
Church Activity or Mtg.
TV
Socia l Time w/Friends
Attend/Observe
Extra Curricular Activity

Total

---

-Week Average
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Pilol S!udy S!udenl Queslionnaire
wilh Results in Parenlbeses

I.

How often do you complete all of your homework?
(2)
a.
0 - 20% of the time
(5)
b.
20- 40% of the time
(7)
c.
40- 60% of the time
(6)
d.
60- 80% of the time
(4)
e.
80-100% ofthetime

2.

What are the 1hrl:l: mai n reaso ns you do not complete your
homework?
Didn't wa nt to
(6)
a.
Didn't know bow to do the assignment
(7)
b.
Didn't have adequate supplies
(4)
c.
Homework was left at school
(3)
d.
Didn't have time because of job
(10) e.
Didn't have time because of school
(12) f.
activities
Didn't have time because of church
(4)
g.
activities
Didn't have time because of family
(5)
h.
activities
Chose to watch aT. V. show instead of
(6)
i.
doing homework
Chose to spend time with my friends
(6)
j.
Homework assigned is one class
(8)
k.
competes for my time with homework
assigned in a no tber class
Other (list) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(3)
I.

3.

Of the three responses circled in Question #2, what is the illle. major
reason you do not complete your homework?
(a =3, b= I, e=6, f=6, i=2, j =4, k=2)
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4.

How often do you have to choose between homework and~?
Never
a.
Seldom
(5)
b.
About half of the time
(5)
c.
Most of the time
(0)
d.
Always
(0)
e.
(14)

5.

How often do you have to choose between homework and attending
school activities?
Never
(13)
a.
Seldom
(6)
b.
About half of the time
(4)
c.
Most of the time
(I)
d.
Always
(0)
e.

6.

How often do you have to choose between doing homework and
chmch activities?
Never
( 18) a.
(3)
b.
Seldom
(3)
c.
About half of the time
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

7.

How often do you have to choose between doing homework and
family activities?
(9)
a.
Never
Seldom
(15) b.
(0)
c.
About half of the time
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

8.

How often do you have to choose between doing homework and
watching television?
(8)
a.
Never
Seldom
(12) b.
(3)
c.
About half of the time
(I)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always
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9.

How often do you have to choose between doing homework and .bci.ng
with friends'/
(7)
Never
a.
Seldom
(13) b.
About half of the time
(2)
c.
Most of the time
(2)
d.
Always
(0)
e.

10.

If you have time to do only ~ of the following which do you
generally choose:
(17) a.
Homework or
(8)
b.
Job

II.

If you have time to do only ~ of the following which do you
generally choose:
(16) a.
Homework or
(9)
b.
Extra-curricular school activity

12.

If you have time to do only ~ of the following which do you
generally choose:
Homework or
(22) a.
(2)
b.
Church activity

13.

If you have time to do only lllli: of the fo ll owing which do you
generally choose:
(17) a.
Homework or
(7)
b.
Spend time with friends

14.

If you have time to do only lllli: of the following which do you
generally choose:
(18) a.
Homework or
(6)
b.
Family activities

15.

If you have time to do on ly lllli: of the following which do you
generally choose:
Homework or
(19) a.
(5)
b.
Television
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16.

If you have time to do only one of the following which do you
generally choose:
(3)
a.
Homework
(6)
b.
Extra curricular school activity
(0)
c.
Family activity

(4)
(5)
(4)
(2)

d.
e.
f.
g.

Job
Spend time with friends
Television
Church activity
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Pjlol S1uden1 Teacher Ouesljonnajre
wj!h Results jn Parenlhesjs
I.

How often do your high school students complete all of their
homework?
0 - 20% of the time
(I)
a.
20 - 40% of the time
(13)
b.
40- 60% of the time
(3)
c.
60 - 80% of the time
d.
(3)
80 - I 00% of the time
(0)
e.

2.

What are the three. main reasons your high school students do not
complete their homework?
(18)
a.
Didn ' t want to
(I)
b.
Didn't know how to do the assignment
c.
Didn' t have adequate supplies
(3)
(3)
d.
Homework was left at school
e.
Didn 't have time because of job
(9)
(2)
f.
Didn 't have time because of school
activities
Didn 't have time because of church
(3)
g.
activities
Didn't have time because of family
(2)
h.
activities
Chose to watch aT. V. show instead of
(I 2)
doing homework
Chose to spend time with my friends
(6)
j.
Homework assigned is one class
(I)
k.
competes for my time with homework
assigned in another class
Other (Jist) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(0)
L

3.

Of the three responses circled in Question #2, what is the Qill: major
reason your high school students do not complete their homework?

(a == 9, b==2, i-6, j == 3)
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4.

How often do your high school students have to choose between
homework and jQ_bs.?
(0)
a.
Never
b.
Seldom
(5)
(II) c.
About half of the time
(3)
d.
Most of the time
(I)
e.
Always

5.

How often do your high school students have to choose between
homework and attending school activities?
(0)
a.
Never
(5)
b.
Seldom
( 10) c.
Abouthalfofthetime
(4)
d.
Most of the time
( I)
e.
Always

6.

How often do your high school students have to choose between doing
homework and attending ch urch activi ties?
(I)
a.
Never
(9)
b.
Seldom
(7)
c.
About half of the time
(3)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

7.

How often do yo ur high schoo l students have to choose bet ween doing
homework and at tending family acti vities?
(I)
a.
Never
( 13) b.
Seldom
c.
About half of the time
(6)
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always
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8.

How often do your high schoo l students have to choose bet ween doing
homework and watching television ?
(0)
a.
Never
(3)
b.
Seldom
(5)
c.
About half of the time
Most of the time
(8)
d.
(4)
e.
Always

9.

How often do your high school students have to choose between doing
homework and being with friends?
(0)
a.
Never
(I)
b.
Seldom
(8)
c.
About half of the time
Most of the time
(8)
d.
(3)
e.
Always

I 0.

If your high school students have time to do only Q1l.e of the following
which does they generally choose:
(I 0) a.
Homework or
(10) b.
Job

II.

If you r high school students have time to do only Qll.eofthe following
which does they generally choose:
Homework or
(9)
a.
(II) b.
Extra-curricular school activity

12.

If your high school students have time to do only Qru: of the following
which does they generally choose:
( 13) a.
Homework or
(7)
b.
Church activity

13.

If your high school students have time to do only Qru: of the following
which does they generally choose:
(6)
a.
Homework or
(14) b.
Spend time with friends

14.

If your high school students have time to do only Qru: of the following
which does they generally choose:
Homework or
( 12) a.
(8)
b.
Family activities
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15.

If your high school students have time to do only IDll: of the following
which does they generally choose:
Homework or
(7)
a.
Television
(13)
b.

16.

If your high school students have time to do only one of the following
which does they generally choose:
Homework
(0)
a.
Extra curricular school activity
(4)
b.
Family activity
(0)
c.
Job
(!)
d.
Spend time with friends
(9)
e.
Television
(6)
f.
Church activity
(0)
g.
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Pilot Study Parent Questionnaire
with Resqlt s in Parentheses
I.

How often does your high school st udent complete all of his/her
homework?
0 - 20% of the time
(0)
a.
20- 40% of the time
(0)
b.
40 - 60% of the time
(3)
C.
60- 80% of the time
(2)
d.
80 - I 00% of the time
(9)
e.

2.

What are the .three main reasons your high school student does not
complete his/her homework?
(2)
a.
Didn't want to
Didn't know bow to do the assignment
(14) b.
(0)
c.
Didn't have adequate supplies
(0)
d.
Homework was left at school
(2)
e.
Didn't have time because of job
(9)
f.
Didn't have time because of school
activities
Didn't have time because of church
(I)
g.
activities
Didn't have time beca use of fami ly
h.
(I)
activities
Chose to watch a T.V. show instead of
(3)
doing homework
Chose to spend time with my friends
(6)
j.
Homework assigned is one class
(4)
k.
competes for my time with homework
assigned in another class
Other (list) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(0)
I.

3.

Of the three responses circled in Question #2, what is the Q.ill: major reason
your high school student does not complete his/her homework?
(a = I, b=4, f=4, j =4, k = l)
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4.

How often does your high school student have to choose between
homework and his/her job?
Never
( 12) a.
(2)
b.
Seldom
(0)
c.
About half of the time
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

5.

How often does your high school student have to choose between
homework and attending school activities?
(3)
a.
Never
(3)
b.
Seldom
(6)
c.
About half of the time
(2)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

6.

How often does your high school student have to choose between
doing homework and attending church activities?
(9)
a.
Never
(4)
b.
Seldom
(I)
c.
About half of the time
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

7.

How often does yo ur high school student have to choose between
doing homework and attending fami ly activities?
(I 0) a.
Never
(4)
b.
Seldom
(0)
c.
About half of the time
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

8.

How often does your high school student have to choose between
doing homework and watching televisi on?
(3)
a.
Never
(7)
b.
Seldom
(4)
c.
About half of the time
(0)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

100

9.

How often does your high school student have to choose between
doing homework and being with friends?
(4)
a.
Never
(7)
b.
Seldom
(2)
c.
About half of the time
(I)
d.
Most of the time
(0)
e.
Always

I 0.

If your high school studen t has time to do only Q.Ue. of the followin g
which does he/she generall y choose:
(13) a.
Homework or
(I)
b.
Job

II.

If your high school student has time to do only Q.Ue. of the following
which does he/she generally choose:
( 12) a.
Homewo rk or
(2)
b.
Extra-curricular school activity

12.

If your hi gh school student has time to do only Q.Ue. of the foll owing
which does he/she generally choose:
(14) a .
Homework or
(0)
b.
Church acti vity

13.

If your high school student has time to do only Qlle. of the following
which does he/she generally choose:
Homework or
(9)
a.
(5)
b.
Spend time with friends

14.

If yo ur high school student has time to do only Qlle. of the following
which does he/she generally choose:
Homework or
( 13) a.
(I)
b.
Family activities

15.

If yo ur high school student has time to do only Qlle. of the following
which does he/she generally choose:
(9)
a.
Homework or
(5)
b.
Television
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16 .

If your high school student has time to do only one of the following
which does he/she generally choose:
(5)
a.
Homework
{3)
b.
Extra curricular school activity
(0)
c.
Family activity
(0)
d.
Job
(5)
e.
Spend time with friends
(I)
f.
Television
(0)
g.
Church activity
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St udent Tjme I og Summary for Group A jn Hours

(Yes Work; No Extracurricu lar; G PA =3.0 and above; N = 13)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Ea t

6.7

1.36

Job

11.4

3.78

6.2

1.93

.5

.17

4.4

1.41

Sleep

55.8

3.56

Travel

3.5

.83

15. 1

4.84

35.0

106

Grooming
Pri vate Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone

TV

School Related
School
Participate in
Extracu rricular Activity

0

0

Attend/Observe
Ex tracurricul ar Activity

0

0

Homewo rk Alone

6.5

1.82

Homework with Friends

1.1

.33

Chu rch Meeting or
Activity

3.3

.96

Family Activity

8.2

2.26

Time with Friends

8.2

2.41

2.1

.64

Social

Other
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Student Time I og Summary for Group Bin Hours
(No Work ; Yes Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above; N =54)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

5.2

.37

Job

0

0

Grooming

6.2

1.41

Private Lesson/Practice

1.8

.57

Relax Alone

6.5

2. 11

Sleep

58.2

2.73

Travel

4.4

1.12

TV

9.8

3.24

32.3

1. 72

Participate in
Extracurricular Activity

2.3

.7

Attend/Observe
Extracurricular Activity

4.1

1.35

Homework Alone

9.4

2.86

.7

.21

Church Meet ing or
Activity

2.8

.9 1

Family Activity

3.8

1.24

School Related
School

Homework with Friends

Social

Time with Friends

Other

16.6
3.9

4.2
1.27
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St uden t Ti me I og Sqmmary for Gro up C in Ho urs
(Yes Work; Yes Extracurricul ar; G PA =3.0 and above; N =44)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
.83

Eat

5.9

Job

11. 3

3.6

Grooming

5.8

1.26

Private Lesson/Practice

1.2

.37

Relax Alone

7.3

2.38

Sleep

56.4

2.96

Travel

7.2

209

TV

8.8

2.92

35.2

1.63

Participate in
Extracurricular Activity

1.8

.58

Attend/Observe
Extracurricul ar Activity

3.7

1.2 1

Homework Al one

9.7

2.3

Homework with Friends

1.1

.34

Chu rch Meeting or
Activity

2.9

.94

Family Activity

3.2

1.02

T ime with Friends

5.3

1.73

1.2

.38

School Related
School

Social

Other
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S!uden! Tjrne I og Summary for Group Din Homs
(No Work ; No Extracurricul ar; GPA =3.0 and above; N = 17)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

5.8

Job

0

0

Grooming

5.4

1.37

.3

.09

9.4

2.86

Sleep

58.7

3.37

Travel

2.3

.43

17.2

4.41

34.9

.89

Private Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone

TV

.63

School Related
School
Participate in
Extracurricular Activity

0

0

Attend/Observe
Ex tracurricular Activity

0

0

Homework Alone

7.9

2.3

Homework with Friends

0

0

Church Meeting or
Activity

4.3

1.29

Fam ily Activity

6.5

1.53

14.4

4.44

1.9

.6 1

Social

Time with Friends

Other
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Student Time I og Summary for Groqp E in Hours
(Yes Work ; No Extracurricular; G PA below 3.0; N = l5)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

7.3

1.36

Job

143

4.19

5.6

1.04

.2

.06

3.2

103

Sleep

60.8

4.37

Travel

6.2

1.48

18.8

5.62

28.8

2.19

Grooming
Private Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone

TV

School Related
School
Partici pale in
Ex tracurricular Activity

0

0

Attend/Observe
Extracurricular Activity

0

0

Homework Alone

4.1

1.32

.2

.06

Church Meetin g or
Activity

2. 1

.68

Family Activity

4.2

1.39

11 .0

3.63

12

.39

Homework with Friends

Social

Time with Friends

Other
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S!uden! Tjme! og Sqmmary Cor Gro up Fin Hours
(No Work ; Yes Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N=53)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

6.7

Job

0

0

Grooming

5.4

1.48

.9

.26

4.7

1.24

Sleep

57.4

2.66

Travel

4.9

.98

21.6

6.38

32.4

1.42

Participate in
Extracurricul ar Activity

1.6

.49

Attend/Observe
Extracurricular Activity

3.1

.96

Homework Alone

5.2

1.7 1

.2

.06

Chu rch Meeting or
Activity

2.3

.7 1

Family Activity

4.4

1.34

14.8

2.97

2.4

.78

Private Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone

TV

.75

School Related
School

Homework with Friends

Social

Time with Friends

Other
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Studen t Time I og Summary for Group Gin Hours
(Yes Wo rk; Yes Extracurricul ar; G PA below 3.0; N=25 )

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

7.1

1.45

Job

16. 1

3.93

6.8

1 09

.6

.17

6.3

1 89

Sleep

56.8

2.53

Travel

8.9

2.64
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3. 15

34.6

1.66

Participate in
Extracurricular Activi ty

12

.26

Attend/Observe
Extracurricular Activity

3.3

104

Homework Alone

3.8

125

.3

.09

Chu rch Meeting or
Activity

2. 1

.7 1

Family Activity

5.8

1 89

Time with Friends

5.5

1.76

.3

.07

Grooming
Private Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone

TV

School Related
Schoo l

Homewo rk with Friends

Social

Other
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Studen t Time I og Sqmmary for Group H in Ho urs
(No Work; No Extracurricul ar; G PA below 3.0; N=26)

Activity

Weekly Average

s

Personal
Eat

7.5

1.05

Job

0

0

G roomi ng

6.8

1.73

.3

.I

5. 1

1.5 1

60.1

3.62

Pri vate Lesson/Practice
Relax Alone
Sleep
Travel
TV

4.4

.93

20.2

5.66

31.1

2. 18

School Related
School
Participate in
Extracurricular Activity

0

0

Attend/Observe
Extracu rricu lar Activity

0

0

Homework Alone

2.8

.85

.3

.09

Church Meetin g or
Activity

1.8

.57

Family Activity

4.6

1.37

17.7

5.28

5.3

1.72

Ho mework with Friends

Social

Time with Friends

Other

Ill

APPENDIX E
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

112
Student Ouestjonnajre
I.

Please rank your classes according to how much homework is generally
assigned.

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
2.

How much homework do you do in a typical week?

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

3.

Most homework:
Second most homework:
Third most homework:
Fourth most homework:
Fifth most homework:
Sixth most homework:
Seventh most homework:
Least homework:

Less than I hour
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
ll-15hours
Over 15 hours

Do you have a job for which you receive a wage?

A.
B.

Yes
No

[f you answered "yes" to question 3, please answer questions 4 and 5.
[f you answered "no" to question 3, please skip to question 6.

4.

How man y hours a week do you work? (including transportation to and from
work)
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

Less tha n I hour
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
11-15 hours
Over 15 hours

11 3
5.

How often does your job interfere with your homework?
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
6.

Almost never
Seldom
About half the time
Frequently
Usually

Do yo u participate in school sponsored ex tracurricular activities?
A.

B.

Yes
No

lf you answered "yes" to question 6, please answer questions 7 and 8.
If you answered "no" to question 6, please skip to question 9.
7.

How many hours per week do you spend in school sponsored extracurricular
activities not including class time?

A
B.

c.
D.
E.
8.

How often does participation in school sponsored extracurricular activities
interfere with yo ur homework?
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
9.

Less than I hour
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
11-15 hours
Over 15 hours

Almost never
Seldom
About hal f the time
Frequently
Usually

Do yo u participate in family activities? (chores, recrea tion , etc.)

A
B.

Yes
No
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IF you answered "yes" to question 9, please answer questions I0 and 11.
12.

Ir you answered "no" to question 9, please skip to question
I 0.

How man y hours per week do you participate in family activities?

A.
B.

c.
D.

E.
II.

How often does your participation in family activities interfere with your
homework?

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
12.

Less than I hour
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
11-15 hours
Over I 5 hours

Almost never
Seldom
About half the time
Frequently
Usually

Do you participate in church activities?

A.
B.

Yes
No

U you answered "yes" to question 12, please answer questions 13 and 14.
If you answered "no" to question 12, please skip to question 15.
13.

How many hours per week do you participate in church activities?

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

Less than I hour
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
11-15 hours
Over 15 hours
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14.

How often does you participate in church activities interfere with your
homewo rk?
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
15.

Almost never
Seldom
About half the time
Frequently
Usually

Do you participate in community service or activities?

A.
B.

Yes
No

If you answered "yes" to question 15, please answer questions 16 and 17.
If you answered "no" to question 15, please skip to question 18.
16.

How many hours per week do you participate in community service or
activities?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
17.

How often does your participation in communityserviceoractivities interfere
with your homework?
A.
B.

c.
D.

E.
18.

Less than I hour
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
ll-15hours
Over 15 hours

Almost never
Seldom
About half the time
Frequently
Usually

What other activities sometimes conflict or interfere with your homework?
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APPENDIX F
RESPONSES TO STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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Student Responses to Question #I on S]udent Questionnaire for Group A
(Yes Work ; No Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above; N= 13)
Qu estion: Please rank your classes according to how much homework is
generally assigned.
Weightin g and Tabulation: Each student ranked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student schedules may
contain as ma ny as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a st uden t's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assigning the
second most homework were given a weight of7, continuing until the class identified
as assigning the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, gro uped into nine major categories, totalled and then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

Th e nine major categories used were English, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Performing and Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Voca tional, and Other.
Weighted Average
7.04
English
Social Science
5.38
4.48
Science
4.44
Mathematics
4.12
Vocational
3.81
Arts
Foreign Language
3.72
Physical Education/Health
1.68
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Other

1.33

Classes included in the above categories were:
.English- Advanced Placement English, College Prep English

Social Science - Advanced Placement Art History, Adult Roles,
Advanced Placement Psychology, Psychology
~-

Human Biology, Chemistry

Mathematics - Adva nced Placement Calculus, Calculus Lab, ACT
Math , Trigonometry
Y.ocational - Commercial Art, Graphics, Photograph y, Dra fting ,
Occupational Child Care, Entrepreneurship, Accounting, Health
Occupations

Ar1s - Music Appreciation
Foreign I anguage- German
Ph ysica l Education/Health -Physical Education

ilih.e.r- Tutoring, Released Time (Latter-day Saints Seminary)
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Stqdent Responses to Question #I on Student Questionnaire for Groqp B
(No Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA = 3.0 and above; N =54)
Question: Please rank your classes acco rdin g to how much homework is
generally assigned.
Weighting and Tabulation: Each student ranked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student schedules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a student's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assigning the
second most homework were given a weight of7, continuing until the class identified
as assigning the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, grouped into nine major categories, totalled and then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major categories used were Engl ish, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Performing and Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational, and Other.
Weighted Average
Social Science
English
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language
Vocational
Arts
Other

6.06
5.86
5.84
4.71
4.40
3.16
2.47
1.83
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Physical Education/Health

1.67

Classes included in the above categories were:
Social Science - Advanced Placement Art History, Adult Roles,
United States History, World History, Advanced Placement History,
American Legal Systems, Advanced Placement Economics, Current
Issues, Ancient World Civilizations, Modern History, History,
Advanced Placement Psychology, Psychology, Advanced Placement
Government, Humanities, Advanced Placement American History,
Modern World Civilizations, Advanced Placement European History,
Sociology

English- English, Creative Writing, College Prep English, Advanced
Placement English, Honors English
Mathematics - Geometry, Algebra II, Algebra, ACT Math,
Mathematics, Precalculus, Intermediate Algebra, Calculus, Calculus
Lab, Algebraffrigonometry, Advanced Placement Calculus, Algebra
Ilffrigonometry

I[

Scielli:.e. - Honors Chemistry, Chemistry, Biology, Advanced
Placement

Biology, Geology,

Science,

Advanced

Placement

Chemistry, Physics, Biomed, Human Biology, Physical Science/Earth
Science
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Foreign I anguage- German , Spanish , Spanish II, French, Advanced
French
vocational- Marketing, Foods, Foods If, Commercial Art, Graphics,
Advertising, Woodshop, Word Processing, Sewing, Fashion, Cooking,
Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Electronics, Photography, Drafting,
Type, Business Communications

Ar1s- Band, Theater, Drama, Art, Advance Placement Art, Dance,
Choir, Stage Craft, Orchestra, Debate, Debate II, Ceramics, Bell
Choir, Symphonic Ba nd, Jazz Band, Madrigals, A'Cappella Choir,
Musical Production, Percussion, Concert Choir, Limited, Competitive
Speech, Ladies Ensemble, Crafts

illh.er - Driver's Education, Released Time (Latter-day Saint
Seminary), Student Government, Yearbook, Dart Staff (School
Newspaper) , Library Aid, Tutoring
Physical Education/Health - Pro Schola (Pep Club), Basketball
Conditioning, Team Sports, Physical Education, Conditioning,
Wrestling, Health, Cheerleading, D 'elles (Drill Team), Fit for Life
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St11dent Responses to Q11estion #I on S]uden] Questionnaire for Group C
(Yes Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above; N =44)
Question : Please rank your classes according to how much homework is
generally assigned.
Weighting and Tabulation : Each student ra nked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student schedules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a student's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assign ing the
second most homework were given a weight of7, continuing until the class identified
as assigning the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, grouped into nine major categories, totalled and then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major categories used were English, Foreign Language,

Mat hem atics, Perfom1ing and Visual Arts, Ph ysical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational , and Other.
Weighted Average
7.20
Mathematics
6.33
English
5.20
Science
4.92
Social Science
4.41
Foreign Language
3.29
Arts
Vocational
I. 77
Physical Education/Health
1.51
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1.37

Other
C lasses included in the above categories were:

Mathematics - Geometry, Algebra II, Algebra, ACT Math,
Mathematics, Precalculus, Intermediate Algebra, Calculus, Calculus
Lab, Algebraffrigonometry, Advanced Placemen t Calculus, Algebra
llffrigonometry II, Trigonometry, Advanced Algebra

English- English, Creative Writing, College Prep English, Advanced
Placement English , Honors English
~

- Honors Chemistry, Chemistry, Biology, Advanced

Placement

Biology,

Geology,

Science,

Advanced

Placement

Chemistry, Physics, Biomed, Human Biology, Physical Science/ Earth
Science, Advanced Placement Physics
Social Science- Advanced Placement Art History , Adult Roles, United States
History, World History, Advanced Placement History, American Legal
Systems, Advanced Placemen t Economics, C urrent Issues, Ancient World
Civilizations, Modern History, History, Advanced Placement Psychology,
Psychology, Advanced Placement Government, Humanities, Advanced
Placement American Hi story, Modern World Civilizations, Advanced
Placement European History, Sociology, Advanced Placement Government,
Economics
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Foreign I a ngqage - German, Spanish, Spanish H, French, Advanced
French

Ar1s- Band , Theater, Drama, Art, Ad vance Placement Art, Dance,
Choir, Stage Craft, Orchestra, Debate, Debate IT, Ceramics, Bell
Choir, Symphonic Band, Jazz Band, Madri ga ls, A'Cappella Choir,
Musical Production, Percussion, Concert Choir, Limited, Competitive
Speech, Ladies Ensemble, Crafts, Color Guard, Chamber Choir,
Speech, Studio Art, Painting, Mu sic Appreciation
Voca tional- Marketing, Foods, Foods II, Commercial Art, Graphics,
Advertising, Woodshop, Word Processin g, Sewing, Fashion, Cooking,
Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Electronics, Photography, Drafting,
Type, Business Communications, Advanced Pl acement Accounting,
Principles of Technology, Auto Technology, Shorthand
Physica l Education/Health - Pro Scbola (Pep Club), Basketball
Co nditioning, Team Sports, Physical Ed ucation, Conditioning,
Wrestlin g, Health , Cheerleading, D 'ettes (Drill Team), Fit for Life,
Track and Body Conditioning

QJ.ill:r - Dri ver's Education , Released Time (Latter-day Saint
Seminary), Student Government, Yearbook, Dart Staff (School
Newspaper), Library Aid, Tutoring, Teacher Aid, Office Assistant
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Stqdenl Responses lo Quesljon #I on S]udenl Quesljonnajre [or Group D
(No Work; No Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above; N= 17)
Question: Please rank your classes accord in g to how much homewo rk is
generally assigned.
Weighting a nd Tabul ation: Each student ranked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student sched ules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a student's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assigning the
second most homework were given a weight of7, co ntinuing until the class identified
as assign in g the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, gro uped into nine major categories, totalled a nd then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major categories used were English, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Perfom1ing a nd Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational, and Other.
WejghJed Avera ge
6.86
Mathematics
6.31
English
5.95
Social Science
4.40
Science
Foreign Language
4.01
Arts
3.31
Vocational
2.91
Ph ysical Education/Health
1.20
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Other

1.05

Classes included in the above categories were:
Mathematics- Precalculus, Calculus, Calculus Lab, Algebra, Algebra
[[(Trigonometry II, Geometry
English - Honors English, College Prep English, English
Social Science - Humanities, Advanced Placement Art History,
Advanced Placement History, History, Ancient History, Ancient
World Civili zat ions
Scieru;e.- Chemistry, Science, Biology

Foreign Langqage- Spanish, French, German

Arls- Art, Art ll, Limited Edition, Choir, Bell Choir
vocational - Sewing, Cooking, Child Development, Child Care,
Drafting, Graphics, Photography, Shorthand, Word Processing
Physical Education/Health- Health, Fit for Life, Physical Education
Qlher - Released Time (Ladder-day Saint Seminary), Driver's

Education
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Stqdent Responses to Qqestjon #I on Student Qqes]jonnajre for GroupE

(Yes Work; No Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N = IS)
Question: Please rank your classes according to how much homework is
gene rally assigned.
Wei ghting and Tabulation : Each student ranked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student schedules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a student's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assigning the
seco nd most homework were given a weight of7,continuing until the class identified
as assigning the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, grouped into nine major categories, totalled and then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major categories used were Engli sh, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Performing and Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational, and Other.
Weighted Average

Mathematics
Social Science
Vocational
English
Science
Foreign Language
Other
Arts

7.0 1
6.15
6.02
4.31
4.02
3.97
2.18
1.33
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Physical Education/Health

1.0 I

Classes included in the above categories were:
Mathematics- Algebra, Algebra II, ACT Math
Social Science - Adult Roles, History, Psychology, Ancient World
Civilizations
vocational - Marketing, Foods, Accounting, Graphics, Child
Development, Word Processing, Woodshop

English - English
~

- Geology, Chemistry, Physical Earth Science, Human

Biology, Biology
Foreign I anguage- Spanish, German
~

- Driver's Education, Released Time (Ladder-day Saint

Seminary), Tutor, Library Science

Ar1s- Stage Craft, Visual Art, Theater, Choir, Art, Band, Jazz Band
Physical Education/Health -Body Conditioning
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St!!dent Responses to Question #I on St!!dent Questionnaire for Group F
(No Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N =53)
Question: Please rank your classes according to how much homework is
generally assigned.
Weighting and Tabulation: Each student ranked his/her class schedu le
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student schedules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a student's sched ule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assign ing the
second most homework were given a weight of7, continuing until the class identified
as assigning the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, grouped into nine major categories, totalled and then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major categories used were English, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Performing and Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational, and Other.
Weighted Average
Mathema tics
Social Science
English
Science
Foreign Language
Vocational
Other
Arts

6.57
6.15
6.0 1
4.99
4.75
3.58

178
1.1 3
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Physical Education/Health

1.04

Classes included in the above categories were:
Ma]hema]jcs - Geometry, Algebra ll , Algebra, ACT Math ,
Ma thematics, Precalculus, Intermediate Algebra, Calculus, Calculus
Lab, Algebraffrigonometry
Social Science - Advanced Placement Art History, Adult Roles,
United States History,World History, Advanced Placement History,
American Legal Systems, Advanced Placement Economics, Current
Issues, Ancient World Civilizations, Modern History, History,
Adva nced Placement Psychology, Psychology
English- English, Creative Writing
~

- Honors Chemistry, Chemistry, Biology, Advanced

Placement Biology, Geology, Science
Foreign l anguage- German, Spanish, Spanish II, French
vocational - Marketing, Foods, Commercial Art, Graphics,
Advertising, Woodshop, Word Processing, Sewing, Fashion, Cooking,
Future Farmers of America, Accounting, Auto Shop, Small Engine
Repair

Q1he!: - Driver's Ed ucation, Released Time (Latter-day Saint
Seminary), Color Guard, Home Study, Teacher Assistant
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Ar1s- Band, Theater, Dra ma, Violin, Art, Dance, Choir, Stage Craft,
Orchestra , Debate, Debate II , Ceramics
Physica l Education/Health - Pro Schola (Pep Club), Basketball
Conditioning, Team Sports, Track, Physical Education, Conditioning,
Wrestlin g, Health
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Stpdent Responses to Question #I on Student Qpeslionnaire for Group G
(Yes Work ; Yes Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N =25)
Question: Please rank your classes according to how much homework is
generally assigned.
Weighting and Tabulation: Each student ranked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student schedules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a s tudent's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assigning the
secon d most homework were given a weight of?, continuing until the class identified
as assigning the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted , grouped into nine major categories, totalled and then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major categories used were English, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Performing and Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational , and Other.

Mathematics
English
Social Studies
Science
Foreign Language
Arts
Vocational
Other

Weighted Ayerage
7.32
6.23
5.47
5.23
4.87
3.12
1.49
1.24
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Physical Education/Health

1.03

C lasses included in the above categories were:
Mathematics - Algebra,

Mathematics,

Intem1ediate Algebra,

Tri go nometry, Algebra II
.English- English , Creative Writing
Social Studies- Modern World Civilizations, History, United States
History,

Current

Issues,

Advanced

Pl acement

Psychology,

Psychology, Adult Roles
~

- Physical Earth Science, Science, Chemistry, Geology,

Huma n Biology, Biology, Advanced Placement Biology
Foreign I a ngqage- Intermediate French, French II , German

Ar.ls- Jazz Band, Band, Ceramics, Drawing, Speech, Choir
vocational - Auto Shop, Photography, Marketing, Accounting,
Woodworking, Carpentry, Word Processing II, Shop, Day Care,
Home Economics

Q1her- Office Assistant, Teacher Aid, Tutor, Released Time (Ladderday Saint Seminary)
Physical Education /Health- ProSchola(PepC!ub), Health , Football,
Body Conditioning, Track Conditioning, Physical Education
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Student R espo nses to Qu estion #I on Studen t Qqes]ionnaire for Group H

(No Work; No Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N =26)
Question: Please rank your classes accord in g to how much homework is
generall y assigned.
Weightin g a nd Tabulation: Each student ranked his/her class schedule
according to the amount of homework generally assigned. Student sched ules may
contain as many as eight classes. Classes identified as assigning the most homework
in a student 's schedule were given a weight of 8, classes identified as assigning the
second most homework were given a weight of7, continuing until the class identified
as assignin g the least homework was given a weight of I. Students' classes were
weighted, gro uped into nine major categories, totalled a nd then divided by the
number of classes taken in each category producing the weighted averages listed
below.

The nine major catego ries used were English, Foreign Language,

Mathematics, Performing and Visual Arts, Physical Education, Science, Social
Studies, Vocational , and Other.
Weighted Average
5.92
Mathematics
5.87
Social Studies
5.31
English
4.66
Foreign La nguage
Science
4.65
Physical Education/Health
3.81
Arts
2.43
Vocational
2.18
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1.17

Other
Classes included in the above categories were:
Ma thema tics

-

Prealgebra,

Algebra,

Intermediate

Algebra,

Ma thematics, Geometry
Social Sludies - United States Studies, History, Economics,
Psychology, American Judicial Systems, Current Issues, Advanced
Placement European History, World Civilizations, Adult Roles
English - English
Foreign I anguage- German, French
~-Chemistry,

Science, Biology, Huma n Biology

Physica l Educatio n/Health- Health, Fit for Life, Physical Education,
Body Building

Ar1s - Music Appreciation , Choir, Chorus, Drama II, Drama,
Theater, Ladies Ensemble, Art, Ceramics
vocational - Health Occupations, Keyboarding, Photography ll,
Woodshop , Drafting, Graphics, Auto Shop, Printing, Agricultural
Science, Cosmetology, Shop, Foods, Foods II , Shorthand
Qlher - Released Time (Ladder-day Saint Seminary), Driver's

Education
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Respo nses to Q nestion #2 on St nde o t Questi o nnaire

How much homework do you do in a typical week?
A. Less tha n I hour
B. 1-5 hours
C. 6- 10 hours
D. ll- 15 hours
E. Over 15 hours
St udent Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABO VE

GPA BELOW 3.0

YES work ;

Group A (1 3 studen ts)
A.
0
2( 15%)
B.
c. II (85%)
D.
0
E.
0

Group E ( 15 students)
3 (20%)
A.
B.
8 (53%)
c. 3 (20%)
I (7%)
D.
E.
0

Gro up B (54 students)
I (2%)
A.
B. 10 (19%)
C. 23 (43%)
D. 14 (26%)
6( 11 %)
E.

Group F (53 students)
3 (6%)
A.
B. 20 (38%)
c. 23 (43%)
5 (9%)
D.
2 (4%)
E.

Gro up C (44 students)
A.
0
B. I I (25%)
c. 16 (36%)
D. I I (25%)
6(1 4%)
E.

G ro up G (25 studen ts)
3 (12%)
A.
B. II (44%)
c. 8 (32%)
I (4%)
D.
2 (8%)
E.

Gro up D (17 students)
A.
0
B.
6 (35%)
C. 10 (59%)
D.
I (6%)
E.
0

Group H (26 students)
4 (15%)
A.
13 (50%)
B.
c. 6 (23%)
D.
3 (12%)
E.
0

~ ex trac u rricul a r

acti vities

~wo rk ;

YES extracurricular
ac tivities

YES work;

Y..E.S. ex tracurricu lar
activities

~ wo rk ;
~ ex trac urricu l ar

activities

Percentages a re ro unded to nearest whole number, to tals may not equal 100%.
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Respo nses to Question #3 on Studen t Questionn aire

Do you have a job for which you receive a wage?
A. Yes
B. No
GPA BELOW 3.0

Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

YES work;
ex tracurricular
activities

Group A (13 students)
A. 13 (100%)
B.
0

GroupE (15 students)
15 (100%)
A.
B.
0

NQ work;
YES ex tracurricular
activities

Group B (54 students)
A.
0
B. 54 (100%)

Group F (53 students)
A.
0
B. 53 (100%)

YES work;
YES extracurricular
activities

Group C (44 students)
A. 44 (100%)
B.
0

Group G (25 students)
A. 25 (100%)
B.
0

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group D (17 students)
A.
0
B. 17 (100%)

Group H (26 students)
A.
0
B. 26 (100%)

l:'{Q
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Responses to Question #4 on Student Questionnaire

How many hours a week do you work?
(including transportation to and from work)
A. Less than I hour
B. 1-5 hours
C. 6-10 hours
D. 11-15 hours
E. Over 15 hours
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

.Y£.S. work;

Group A (13 studen ts)
A.
0
2(15%)
B.
3 (23%)
C.
D.
6(46%)
E.
2(15%)

GroupE ( 15 students)
A. 0
B. 2 (13%)
2( 13%)
D. 3(20%)
E. 8 (53%)

b!Qwork;
YES extracurricular
activities

Group B (54 students)
not applicable

Group F (53 students)
not applicable

YES work;
YES extracurricular
activities

Group C (44 students)
A. I (2%)
B. 7(16%)
C. 12(27%)
D. 12(27%)
E. 12(27%)

Group G (25 students)
A.
0
B. 0
C. 6(24%)
D. 2 (8%)
E. 17(68%)

b!Qwork;

Group D (17 students)
not applicable

Group H (26 students)
not applicable

NQ extracurricular

activities

NQ extracurricular

c.

activities
Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number, totals may not equal 100%.
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Responses to Question #5 on Student Questionnaire

How often does your job interfere with your homework?
A. Almost never
B. Seldom
c. About half the time
D. Frequently
E. Usually
Student Descriptors
YES work;
NQ ex tracurricular

activities

@work;

YES. extracurricular

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

Group A (13 students)
A.
2(15%)
B.
7 (54%)
c. 4(31 %)
D.
0
E.
0

Group E (15 st udents)
A. 6(40%)
B. 3(20%)
c. 2(13%)
D. 4(27%)
E. 0

Group B (54 students)
not applicable

Group F (53 students)
not applicable

Group C (44 students)
A. 4 (9%)
B. 16 (36%)
c. 10(23%)
D. 9(20%)
E. 5(11 %)

Group G (25 students)
A. 10(40%)
B. 3(12%)
C. 7 (28%)
D. 3(12%)
E. 2 (8%)

Group D (17 students)
not applicable

Group H (26 students)
not applicable

activities

YES. work;
YES. extracurricular
activities

NQ work;
NQ extracurricular

activities
Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number; totals may not equal 100%.
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Respo nses to Question #6 on Student Questionn ai re

Do you participate in school-sponsored extracurricular activities?
A. Yes
B. No
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

YES. work;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group A ( I 3 students)
A.
0
B. 13 (100%)

GroupE (15 students)
A.
0
B. 15 (100%)

NQwork;

Gro up B (54 students)
A. 54 (100%)
B.
0

Group F (53 students)
A. 53 (100%)
B.
0

activities

Gro up C (44 students)
A. 44 (100%)
B.
0

Group G (25 studen ts)
A. 25 (100%)
B.
0

NQ work;
NQ extracurricular
acti vities

Group D (17 students)
A.
0
B. 17 (100%)

Group H (26 students)
A.
0
B. 26 (100%)

YES. extracurricular
activities

YES. work;
YES. extracurricular

GPA BELOW 3.0
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Responses to Ouest jon #7 on Stl!dent Ouesljonnajre

How many hours per week do you spend in school sponsored
extracurricular activities not including class time?
A. Less than I hour
B. 1-5 hours
6-10 hours
D. 11-15 hours
E. Over 15 hours

c.

Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

Y.E.S work;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group A (13 students)
not applicable

GroupE (15 students)
not applicable

NQ work;

Group B (54 students)
5 (9%)
A.
B. 23(43%)
C . II (20%)
D.
5 (9%)
E. 10(19%)

Group F (53 studen ts)
7 (13%)
A.
B. 32 (60%)
9(17%)
D.
1 (2%)
E. 4 (8%)

Group C (44 students)
A.
5(11 %)
B. 22(50%)
C . 10(23%)
D.
3 (7%)
E. 4 (9%)

Group G (25 students)
7 (28%)
A.
B. II (44%)
4(16%)
D.
I (4%)
E. 2 (8%)

Group D (17 students)
not applicable

Group H (26 students)
not app licable

Y.E.S extracurricular
activities

Y.E.S work;
Y.E.S extrac urricular
activities

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities

c.

c.

ercenta ges are rounded to nearest whole number; totals rna y not eq ual I 00%.
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Responses to Question #8 on Student Questionnaire

How often does participation in school sponsored extracurricular
activities interfere with your homework?
A. Almost never
B. Seldom
c. About half the time
D. Frequently
E. Usually
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

YES. work;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group A (13 students)
not applicable

GroupE (15 students)
not applicable

NQwork;

Group B (54 students)
A. 3 (6%)
B. 26(48%)
C. 13(24%)
D. 10(1 9%)
E. 2 (4%)

Group F (53 students)
A. 10(19%)
B. 26(49%)
c. II (21 %)
D. 4 (8%)
E. 2 (4%)

Group C (44 students)
A. 7 (16%)
B. 20(45%)
C. II (25%)
D. 3 (7%)
E. 3 (7%)

Group G (25 students)
A. 4(16%)
B. 14(56%)
c. 2 (8%)
D. 3(12%)
E. 2 (8%)

Group D ( 17 students)
not applicable

Group H (26 students)
not applicable

YES. extracurricular
activities

YES. work;
.YES extracurricular
activities

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular

activities
Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number, totals may not equal lOO 0Yo.
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Responses 1o Ques!jon #9 on S!uden1 Ques!jonnajre

Do you participate in fami ly activities?
(chores, recreation , etc.)
A. Yes
B. No
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

YES work;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group A (13 students)
A. II (85%)
B.
2 (15%)

Gro upE (15 students)
A. 13 (87%)
B.
2 ( 13%)

NQwork;
YES extracurricular
activities

Group B (54 students)
A. 52 (96%)
B.
2
(4%)

Group F (53 students)

YES work;
YES extracurricular
activities

Group C (44 students)

Group G (25 students)

NQwork;

Gro up D (17 st udents)

A.

B.

N.Q extracurricular

A.

activities

B.

41
3

(93%)
(7%)

17 (100%)
0

GPA BELOW 3.0

A.
B.

A.
B.

53 (100%)
0
19
6

(76%)
(24%)

Group H (26 students)
A. 24 (92%)
B.

2

(8%)
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Responses to Q11estjon #10 on SJudenJ QuesJjonnajre

If you answered~ to question #9,
how many hours per week do you participate in family activities?
A. Less than I hour
B. 1-5 hours
c. 6-10 hours
D. 11-15 hours
E. Over 15 hours
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

.Y.E.S. work;
NQ ex tracurricular
activities
(Groups A & E)

II of 13 students
A.
0
B.
6(55%)
I (9%)
c.
2(18%)
D.
E.
2(18%)

13 of 15 students
A. 0
B. 8 (62%)
c. 5 (38%)
D. 0
E. 0

NQwork;

52 of 54 students
A. 2 (4%)
B. 33 (63%)
c. 15 (29%)
D. I (2%)
E. I (2%)

53 of 53 students
A. 8( 15%)
B. 28 (53%)
c. 14(26%)
D. I (2%)
2 (4%)
E.

.Y.E.S. work;
YES extracurricular
activities
(Groups C & G)

41 of 44 students
A. 4(10%)
B. 24(59%)
C. 9 (22%)
D. 3 (7%)
E. I (2%)

19 of 25 students
A. 0
B. 10(53%)
C. 6(32%)
D. I (5%)
E. 2(1 1%)

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups D & H)

17 of 17 students
A. 0
B. II (65%)
c. 0
D. 6 (34%)
E. 0

24 of 26 students
A. 3 (13%)
B. 13(54%)
c. 4(17%)
D. 3(13%)
E.
I (4%)

YES. extracurricular
activities
(Groups B & F)

Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number, totals may not equal I 00%.
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Responses to Question # I I on Student Qqestionnajre

If you answered ~to question #9, how often does your participation
in family activities interfere with your homework?
A. Almost never
B. Seldom
c. About half the time
D. Frequently
E. Usually
Stude nt Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

YES work;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups A & E)

I I of I 3 students
A.
6 (55%)
B.
3(27%)
c. 2 ( 18%)
0
D.
E.
0

I 3 of I 5 students
A.
3 (23%)
B. 8 (62%)
c. 2 (15%)
D. 0
E. 0

NQwork;
YES extracurricular
activities
(Groups B & F)

52 of 54 students
A. 8 (I 5%)
B. 29 (56%)
C . I I (21 %)
D. 4 (8%)
E. 0

53 of 53 students
A. 10 (19%)
B. 27(5 1%)
C . 14(26%)
D. 2 (4%)
E. 0

YES work ;
YES extracurricular
activities
(Groups C & G)

4 I of 44 students
A. 10 (24%)
B. 19(46%)
c. 9 (22%)
3 (7%)
D.
E. 0

I 9 of 25 students
5 (26%)
A.
B. 10(53%)
c. 0
D. 0
E. 4(21 %)

NQwork ;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups D & H)

I 7 of 17 students
A. 6 (35%)
B. 10(59%)
c. 0
D.
1 (6%)
E.
0

24 of 26 students
9(38%)
A.
B.
7 (29%)
c. 5(2 1%)
D. 0
E. 3(13%)

Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number; totals may not equal I 00%.
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Responses to Question #12 on S]udent Ques]ionn a jre

Do you participate in church activities?
A. Yes
B. No
Student Descriptors

Y..ES work;
NQ ex tracurricular

activities
NQwork;

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE
Group A (I 3 students)
A. 13 (100%)
B.
0

GPA BELOW 3.0
Group E (15 students)
A. 10 (67%)
B.
5 (33%)

Group B (54 students)
A. 52 (96%)
(4%)
B.
2

Group F (53 students)
A. 42 (79%)
II (2 1%)
B.

activities

Group C (44 students)
A. 41 (93%)
(7%)
B.
3

Group G (25 students)
A. 19 (76%)
B.
6 (24%)

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group D (17 students)
17 (100%)
A.
B.
0

Gro up H (26 students)
A. 17 (65%)
B.
9 (35%)

Y..ES extracurricular
activities

Y..ES work;
YES ex tracu rricu Jar
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Respo nses to Qqestion #I 3 on S1uden1 Questionnaire

If you answered ~ to question # 12,
ho w many hours per week do you participate in church activities?
A. Less th an 1 hour
B. 1-5 hours
c. 6- 10 hours
D. 11-1 5 hours
E. Over 15 hours
Student Descriptors

YES work;
NQ extracurricular

activities
(Groups A & E)

NQ work;

YES. extracurricular
activities
(Groups B & F)

.YES. work;
YES. extracurricular
activities
(Groups C & G)

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups D & H)

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

13 of 13 students
A.
I (8%)
8 (62%)
B.
c. 4(31 %)
D.
0
E.
0

10 of 15 students
A. 3 (30%)
B. 7(70%)
C. 0
D. 0
E. 0

52 of 54 students
A. 7(13%)
B. 41 (79%)
C. 4 (8%)
D. 0
E.
0

42 of 53 students
A. 2 (5%)
B. 33 (79%)
C. 7(17%)
D. 0
E.
0

4 I of 44 students
A. 3 (7%)
B. 30 (73%)
c. 8 (20%)
D. 0
E. 0

19 of 25 students
A. 2(11 %)
B. 14(74%)
c. 3(16%)
D.
0
E. 0

17 of 17 studen ts
A. I (6%)
8(47%)
B.
C. 8(47%)
D. 0
E.
0

17 of 26 students
A. 0
B. 13 (76%)
C. 4 (24%)
D. 0
E. 0

Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number; totals may not equal 100%.
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Responses to Question # 14 on Student Questionnaire

If yo u answered )'l:S to question #I 2, how often does your participation
in church activities interfere with yo ur homework?
A. Almost never
B. Seldom
C. About half the time
D . Frequently
E. Usuall y
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

Y..E.S. work;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups A & E)

13 of 13 students
A.
8 (62%)
4(31%)
B.
c. I (8%)
D.
0
E.
0

I 0 of 15 students

52 of 54 students
A. 9(17%)
B. 27 (52%)
C. 12 (23%)
D. 3 (6%)
E. I (2%)

42 of 53 students
A. 6( 14%)
B. 25 (60%)
C. 8 (19%)
D. 3 (7%)
E. 0

4 I of 44 studen ts
6(15%)
A.
B. 30 (73%)
c. 2 (5%)
D. 3 (7%)
E. 0

19 of 25 students
A. 4(21 %)
B. II (58%)
c. 2(1 1%)
I (5%)
D.
E.
I (5%)

I 7 of 17 studen ts

17 of 26 students
A. 2( 12%)
B. 8 (47%)
c. 5 (29%)
D . I (6%)
E.
I (6%)

NQwork;

Y..E.S. extracurricular
activities
(Groups B & F)

Y..E.S. work;
Y..E.S. extracurricular
activities
(Groups C & G)

00work;
NQ ex tracurricular
activities
(Groups D & H)

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

6(35%)
6(35%)
4(24%)
I (6%)
0

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

2(20%)
6(60%)
2(20%)
0
0

Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number; totals may not equal I 00%.
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Respo nses to Question #I 5 on Student Questionnaire

Do you participate in community service or activities?
A. Yes
B. No
GPA BELOW 3.0

Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

YES work;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group A (13 students)
4 (31 %)
A.
B.
9 (69%)

GroupE (15 students)
A.
5 (33%)
B. 10 (67%)

NQ work;
YES extracu rricu Jar
activities

Group B (54 students)
A. 20 (37%)
B. 34 (63%)

Group F (53 students)
A. 20 (38%)
B. 33 (62%)

YES work;
YES extracurricular
activities

Group C (44 students)
A. 26 (59%)
B. 18 (41 %)

Group G (25 students)
A.
8 (32%)
B. 17 (68%)

l:'{Qwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities

Group D (17 students)
A.
6 (35%)
B. II (65%)

Group H (26 students)
A.
7 (27%)
B. 19 (73%)

ISO

Responses to Question #16 on Student Questionnaire

If you answered ,Xl:S to question # 15, how many hours per week
do you participate in community service or activities?
A. Less than I hour
B. 1-5 hours
C. 6-10 hours
D . 11-15 hours
E. Over 15 hours
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

YES work;
NQ ex tracurricular
activities
(Groups A & E)

4 of 13 students
3 (75%)
A.
I (25%)
B.
C.
0
D.
0
E.
0

5 of 15 students
A. 3(60%)
B. 2(40%)
c. 0
D. 0
E. 0

NQwork;

20 of 54 students
A. 10(50%)
B. 10(50%)
c. 0
D.
0
E. 0

20 of 53 students
A. 12(60%)
B.
7 (35%)
c. I (5%)
D. 0
E. 0

26 of 44 studen ts
A. I I (42%)
B. 13(50%)
C. 2 (8%)
D. 0
E. 0

8 of 25 students
A. 5(63%)
B. 3 (37%)
c. 0
D. 0
E. 0

6 of 17 students
A. 2(33%)
4(67%)
B.
C. 0
D. 0
E. 0

7 of 26 students
A. 3 (43%)
4(57%)
B.
c. 0
D. 0
E. 0

YES. extracurricular
activities
(Groups B & F)

YES work;

YES. ex tracurricular
activities
(Groups C & G)

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups D & H)

Percenta ges are rounded to nearest whole number; totals rna y note qual 100%.
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Responses to Quest jon # 17 on Student Questionnaire

If you an s wered~ to question # 15, how often does your participation
in community service or activities interfere with your homework?
A. Almost never
B. Seldom
C. About half the time
D. Frequently
E. Usually
Student Descriptors

GPA EQUAL TO 3.0
OR ABOVE

GPA BELOW 3.0

YES work;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups A & E)

4 of 13 students
3 (75%)
A.
I (25%)
B.
C.
0
D.
0
E.
0

5 of 15 students
A. 3(60%)
B. 2(40%)
C. 0
D. 0
E. 0

NQ work;
YES extracurricular
activities
(Groups B & F)

20 of 54 students
A. 9(45%)
B. 7 (35%)
c. 4 (20%)
D. 0
E. 0

20 of 53 students
A. 7 (35%)
B. 10(50%)
C . 3 (15%)
D. 0
E. 0

YES work;
YES extracurricular
activities
(Groups C & G)

26 of 44 studen ts
A. 12(46%)
B. 13(50%)
c. I (4%)
D. 0
E. 0

8 of 25 students
A. 5(63%)
B. I (13%)
I (13%)
C.
I (13%)
D.
E.
0

NQwork;
NQ extracurricular
activities
(Groups D & H)

6 of 17 students
I (17%)
A.
B. 5 (83%)
C. 0
D. 0
E. 0

7 of 26 students
A. 3(43%)
B. 3 (43%)
c. I (1 4%)
D. 0
E. 0

Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number; totals may not eq ual 100%.
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Responses to Question #18 on Sludenl Qqeslionnaire from Group A
(Yes Work; No Extracurricular Activities; GPA = 3.0 and Above; N = l3)

What other activities sometimes connict or interfere with
your homework?
Frequency of
Response

Activities

2 each

skiing, television

1 each

dating, friends, girls, ha ving fun , hobbies, illness,
lazy, my dog, procrastination, sleep
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Responses to Question #18 on Studenj Quesjjonnajre from Groqp B

(No Work ; Yes Extracurricul ar Activities; G PA = 3.0 a nd Above; N=54)

Wh at other activities sometimes co nnict or interfere with
your homework?
Frequency of
Response

Activities

17

friends

10

sleep

6

pia no practice and lesso ns

5

television

4 each

social activities, da nce lessons

3 each

dates, telephone

2 each

exercising, rehearsals, relaxing, ballet lessons

I each

athletics, extra work my dad assigns me,
gymnastics, hobbies, jazz, Jazz games, lazy, many
times I get really tired from D'ette-the school
marching group-so all l can do is sleep when I get
home, modelling, mu sic, music lesso ns, other
homework, parties, personal motivation, pets,
physics co nvention, recreation, sco utin g, shopping,
singing lessons, stereo, symphony, tending my
brother, voice lessons
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Responses to Qqestjon #!8 on StudenJ QqesJjonnajre from Group C
(Yes Work; Yes Extracurricular Activities; GPA = 3.0 and Above; N =44)

Wha t other activities sometimes conflict or interfere with
your homework?
Frequency of
Response

Activities

II each

friends, sleep

8

television

5

social life

4

dating

2 each

babysitting, dancing lessons, eating, hobbies,
piano lessons, sickness, sk iing

I each

body building, conflicts with boyfriend, foreign
exchange meetings, goofing off, horse shows,
household errands, naps, orthodontic
appointments, other homework, parties,
procrastination , reading, recreational activities,
scouting, sporting activities, Utah Jazz
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R espouses

10

Question # 18 on StudenJ Ques! joooajre from Group D

(N o Work ; No Extracurricular Activities; GPA = 3.0 and Above; N = 17)

Wh at other activities sometimes conflict or interfere with
your homework?
Frequency of
Response
I each

Activities
friends, karate, pia no lesson, recreation , skiing,
social activities
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Responses to Question #18 on S]udent Questionnaire from GroupE
(Yes Work ; No Extracurricular Activities; GPA below 3.0; N= 15)

What other activities so metimes conflict or interfere with
your homework?
Frequency of
Response

Activities

3 each

girls, sleeping

2

television

1 each

aerobics, basketball , boyfriend, eating,
errands, going out a nd dating, goofing off, having
fun, my in volvemen t in model railroad club and
building my own railroad, none, playing,
recreation , runn ing erra nds, shopping, skiing,
snow boarding, social activities, taking care of the
animals, this questionn aire
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Responses to Qqestjon #18 on Student Questionnaire from Gro up F
(No Work ; Yes Extracurricular Activities; GPA below 3.0; N =53)

What other activities so metimes conflict or interfere with
your homework?
Freq uency of
Response

Ac tivities

12

acti vities with friends

5

television

4

sleeping

3

social life

2 each

dating, parties, babysittin g, talking on the phone,
ten nis, going out with friends

I each

after school activities, being tired, ca llin g my
friends, car, church , city sports, dance, four
wheeler riding, good movie on television ,
gymnastics, helping others out when they have a
problem, I like to take naps which takes away
from homework time, job interviews, leaving to go
out without my homework done, modeling, motor
cycling, movies, my band, night school , nothing,
personal goals, pia no lessons, playing basketball,
playing with friends , practicing piano, private
instrument lesso ns, reading, recreation , school
games, school , school activities, singing practice,
skiing, snowmobiling, sports, takin g my sister all
over the place because she still can' t drive,
telephone, usually it is on ly marching band, but I
enjoy it very much, working out
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Responses !o Oues!jon #18 on S!uden! Ques]jonnajre (rom Group G
(Yes Work ; Yes Extracurricular Activities; GPA below 3.0; N=25)

What other activities sometimes conOict or interfere with
your homework?
Frequency of
Response

Activities

4

friends

3

girlfriends

2

television

I each

bike racing, Boy Scouts, music, other homework,
parties, rabbits, recreation , snowboarding, soccer
practices and games, tennis, questionnaires,
vacations
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Responses to Question #18 on Student Ques]joonajre (rom Group H

(No Work; No Extracurricular Activities; GPA below 3.0; N=26)

Wh at other activities sometimes conflict or interfere with
your homework?
Activities

Frequency of
Response

5

television

3

friends

2 each

doctor's appointment, girlfriends, telephone calls

I each

aerobics, beauty college, boyfriends, playing chess,
problems at home, sleeping, stress
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Comparison Graphs for Hypot hesis 7
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The graph on the left compares the values of Pderived from students who responded
"Almost Never" or "Seldom" to Question # 8 on Student Questionnaire. The graph
on the right compares the values of P derived from students who responded
"Frequently" or "Us ually" to Question #8 on Student Questionnaire.
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Compariso n Graphs for Hypothesis 8
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The graph on the left compares the values of Pderived from students who responded
"Almost Never" or "Seldom" to Question # 11 on Student Questionnaire. The graph
on the right compares the values of P derived from students who responded
"Frequently or "Usually" to Question #11 on Student Questionnaire.
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Compariso n Graphs for Hypothesis 9
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The graph on the left compares the values of Pderived from students who responded
"Almost Never" or "Seldom" to Question #14 on Student Questionnaire. The graph
on the right compares the values of P derived from students who responded
"Frequently or "Usually" to Question #14 on Student Questionnaire.
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Compari so n G raphs fo r Hypo thesis I 0
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The graph on the left compares the values of Pderived from students who responded
"Almost Never" or "Seldom" to Question #17 on Student Questionnaire. The graph
on the right compares the values of Pderived from students who responded "About
HalfThe Time" "Frequently or "Usually" to Question# 17 on Student Questionnaire.
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APPENDlX H
CASE STUDIES
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Case Study for Group A
(Yes Work; No Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 a nd a bo ve; N = l3)
Amber is in the tenth grade this year. She is a single child a nd lives with her
mother and father in a new home constructed last year. Amber's father works in the
insurance business at the present time. He has worked in a variety of sa les positions
during the past 15 years in 4 different states. Amber likes to move every three or four
years but admits it is difficult to make new friends especially now that she is older.
She says that teenage groups are difficult to break into and establish friends. "They
have their ow n friends and are not too interested in anyone new," she explains.
Amber bel ieves this is the reason she does not have many close friends and why she
isn' t very interested in becoming involved in extra curricular activities at school. She
had given some thought to joining the pep club, a tenth grade girls organization
which promotes school spirit particularly at athletic events, but she did not want to
make the time commitment involved in the practices and attending the games. She
also admitted she didn 't like to wear the uniform that 120 other girls wear on game
days.
Amber spends about three nights a week ice ska ting, a skill she developed
when the famil y lived in New York. Her mother generally drives Amber to the ice
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rink but Amber is hopeful of getting her driver's license soon and driving herself.
Amber believes that getting her driver's license will make a big difference in her life.
Amber spends a great deal of her spare time reading. It is not unusual for her
to spend two to three hours after school reading in her room. Sometimes the books
she reads are school related, but more often they are not. She sometimes chooses spy
or detective books but her favorite is romance. Often her reading is a point of
contention between Amber and her mother. Her mother would prefer that Amber
not spend so much time reading and help more around the house or develop some
meaningful social relations.
Amber is a good student in school. Her grade point average after the first
term was 3.52. Her most difficult class was Honors English I 0 where she earned a
"B" grade.

Amber believes her English teacher spends far too much time on

grammar and not enough on composition. She prides herself in her ability to write
but gets very frustrated in dealing with the rules of grammar. Amber's world history
teacher said she was "very quiet but always does her homework. I hardly know she
is in class." Amber's favorite class is world history because she likes the teacher who
makes history fun. She also likes the friendly way her history teacher treats the
stude nts.
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Two days a week after school and on Saturday, Amber tends children for her
neighbors. On Tuesday and Thursday she works from 3 p.m. until 6 p.m. and
generally on Saturday she works approximately 6 hours. One of the four children
that she tends is a down syndrome child. Amber feels especially close to this child
and states that she has developed a keen sensitivity to handicapped people because
of this experience.
Amber's social life with boys has consisted of two dates in the first 15 weeks
of school. Both dates consisted of going to a movie. She is hopeful tha t her dating
frequency will increase.
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Case Study for Group B
(No Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above; N=54)
Barbara is a senior at Davis High School. Her father is a mechanical engineer
at Hill Field Air Force Base. He also is a general contractor and builds homes part
time. Her mother is a housewife and spends most of her time with her family and
various church activities. Barbara has a younger sister in the ninth grade and
younger brother in the seventh grade.
Barbara explains her family 's educational commitment as "right now school
is my job! After I graduate from college is the time when working for money
becomes important, but right now is the best opportunity I have to learn as much as
I can about as many fields as I can." She worked as a receptionist for a local business
during the past summer and expects to work there again during the summer after she
graduates. Most of her friends also had summer jobs, but few worked during the
school year.

Barbara and her friends were consistently involved with school

activities.
Barbara has a grade point average of 3.98. Her classes include Advanced
Placement English, French, Calculus, Debate, Student Government, Word
Processing, Advanced Placement European History, and Released Time LDS
Seminary. She enjoyed learning and spent abou t I 0 hours per week on homework.
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Math classes have always been her favorite. She felt that her father's expertise and
willingness to help her with difficult problems gave her confidence a nd added to her
understanding of mathematics. "I can remember when I was in elementary school,
my father would sit down with me at the table after dinner and he would help me do
math. The same ritual continues to occur with my calculus class. He does the same
thing with my younger sister a nd brother. We don 't get up from the table until he
is satisfied th at we know our assignment. I have found this to be extremely helpful
because sometimes he has presented a new concept in math differently than the
teacher presented the concept. At times I understood the concept better from my
teacher, but at times r understood the concept better from my father. I had the best
of both worlds. He also demanded that I not only understand the concept, but was
able to apply my math to every day experiences.

r recall

many times my father

would have me do story problems that he would make up after my assignment was
completed . Sometimes I would get really frustrated a t having to do this extra work,
but now

r understand

the value of what he did."

Barbara has been involved in student government since her sophomore year
at Davis High School. She and her friends have been part of student committees
planning dances, parties, assemblies, and student elections. "I like being part of the
planning and help to create the kind of activity that students would like. I like
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knowing what is going on at school.

My mother is very supportive of my

involvement in extracurricular activities and helps me with my chores at home when
schoo l activities become too hectic.

Because I am involved in so many

ex tracurricu la r activities there is little time left to complete my academic assignments,
particularly reading books for Advanced Placement English. I know I could have
done better on some of my tests if I had studied more, but there just wasn 't time."
When asked about her plans after high school graduation Barbara said, "I'm
not sure exactly what my career will be, but I a m certain that I will be going to
college and look forward to the challenge and the fun times ahead."
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Case Study for Group C
(Yes Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above, N =44)
Carl is a senior this year. He played on the football team as a defensive back
and at times played offensively as a running back.

He was regarded by his

teammates as a rugged hard working guy who always gave everything he had even
in practice. He was particularly known as a hard nosed blocker. Carl is 5 feet I 0
inches and weighs 180 pounds. He lifts weights about three times each week and was
considered one of the strongest players on the team his size.
"I' ve always loved football more than any other sport," he stated. "I began
playing when I was 8 or 9 years old. My head rolled around in the helmet like a
small rock in a bucket. I have been lucky, though , because I' ve never been hurt
bad ly -like a knee or something. Lots of my friends have had their knees blown out,
but that's the chance you take."
Carl was asked how he managed his time during football season when he also
had a job at the Chevron Service Station and homework to accomplish as well. "It
was difficult at times," he answered. "Sometimes I wouldn't get home from football
until 7 or 7:30p.m. There would be no way r could go to work on those nights. I
would generally eat and then try to do a little homework. Sometimes I would fall
asleep doing my homework because I would be so tired. I always tried to get my
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calculus done though. That was a must. Mr. Shaw, the calculus teacher, would get
all over my case if I didn ' t get my assignment finished. I would also try to get my
College Prep English finished, but some of the other classes I could let slide and do
okay."
Carl has a grade point average of 3.45 He has two rigorous academic classes,
Calculus and College Prep English, which require homework almost every night.
The rest of his class schedule, however, is filled with mush less difficult classes:
Psychology, Drafting, Weight Lifting, Peer Tutoring, Concert Choir and Released
Time (Latter-day Saint Seminary). Carl excuses these easier classes by stating with
a smile, "I can't take all those Advanced Placemen t classes while I'm playing football
and working. That would kill me off."
Carl lives with his mother, father, two you nger brothers, and two younger
sisters. He has an older brother who was married last summer. His father works for
Delta Air Lines which enables the family to travel economically by air. His mother
attends Weber State University and is currently taking classes to become an
elementary school teacher. Three years ago, the family moved into a single story
brick rambler home with a full basement. The move was a "must" according to
Carl's mother to get more space for their family , but she added they could still use
a bigger home. Carl agrees and admits sometin1es it is difficult findin g a quiet place
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at home to just relax or do his homework. He often goes to the Kaysville City
Library to do his homework.
Now that football is over Carl works between 12 and 15 hours a week.
During football season he would usually work on Saturday only. "You don ' t make
a lot of bucks when football is on," he added. "That makes it rough on dating and
buying other things. Once in a while I'd have to hit up my dad for some extra
money, but I hate to do that. !like pretty much to pay for my own things."
Carl spends a lot of time with his friend Nate. They generally drive to and
from school together and they both attend most of the school dances and basketball
games. Besides Nate, Carl has an inner circle of four other male students that he is
frequently with and an outer circle of about 15 to 20 students. Carl always seems to
be happy and is constantly smiling . His friends also appear to be very contented and
happy.
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Case Study for Group D
(No Work; No Extracurricular; GPA =3.0 and above; N= 17)
David is a junior this year. He lives with his father, mother, four brothers and
a sister on a small farm on the west side of town. David's father works in a local
lumber and hardware store and also farms the 30 acres of land that David's father
inherited from hi s father. From March until late October the family puts in a great
deal of time growing onions a nd some grain. David is the oldest boy in the family
and shoulders a significant part of the work load according to his father. The family
farm also includes two horses, three cows, a pig, numerous chickens, two dogs, one
cat and some pigeons.
David's day usuall y begins around 5 a.m . when he and his brothers feed the
animals and take care of the morning chores before they get ready for school. On
Saturday, David works with his father in the fields and repairs the farm equipment.
At times, David does a good share of the irrigating which dependin g on the water
turn might keep him up all night. He admits that on these occasions it is difficult to
stay awake in schoo l the following day. It is important to his father that David
perform these family responsibilities.
David's mother is a housewife. She is very active in the elementary school
PTA and has a church position that requires abou t six to eight hours of her tin1e per
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week. She often helps all of the children with their homework and constantly
encourages them to do their best in school. David recalls his mother would often
vol unteer to help in the school when he was in the elementary school.
David seldom is absent from school a review of the attendance records
revealed that he had only missed five days of school in the last four years of school.
His teachers also stated that he is seldom if ever tardy to class. David's math teacher
described him as a student who is always prepared and always pleasant. David 's
favorite class is advanced placement biology. He especially enjoys the labs and the
other experiments. He also likes his electronics class and uses the knowledge and
skills he has learned there to fix televisions and radios around his house as well as
fixing some for friends and neighbors. David has also constructed a stereo sound
system and gets a great deal of fund and relaxation from listening to a variety of
music. He admits that his favorite music, however, is country western.
David does about two hours of homework every night after school. He said
that he has always done that much since the ninth grade. According to David's
mother, school has never come easy to David, especially English and math. She has
worked very hard tutoring David and continues to help him when she can. She proof
reads papers, helps him study for tests but canno t help him with his trigonometry
because her math background extends only to algebra. She also helps the other
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children with their studies. David's father, however, seldom is involved with helping
the children with homework.
David is very active in his church. He spends from three to four hours every
Sunday attending church services and perfom1ing church-related duties. Every
member of David's family attends church regularly even when the family is out of
town on vacation. On Sunday, David and his family spend most of the day together.
Chores usually have to be done on Sunday such as feeding the farm animals but
David usually does not do homework out of a religious conviction.
David is part of a social group of six boys who do things together usually on
Friday or Saturday night. These social activities include going to movies, attending
parties at a friend 's home or attending a church function. The group seldom attends
extracurricular school events.
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Case Study for Group E
(Yes Work; No Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N = IS)
Ed is in the tenth grade. He lives with his mother, stepfather, and two older
sisters. One of the sisters is a senior at David High and the other attending beauty
school. Ed 's mother works part-time as a sales clerk at Sam Weller Book Store. His
stepfather manages an auto parts store, a job he has held for the past I 8 years.
David works part-time after school in his father's store. He works about 20 hours
per week, generally all day Saturday and two or three hours each night after school.
Ed performs a variety of tasks at the store. Most of the time he works behind the
counter helping customer with their requests. He also helps cleanup and at times
makes trips to other auto parts stores or the distributor to get inventory. Ed states
the best part of working is pay day which occurs twice a month. His net pay is
usually from $125 to $150, most of which he saves to buy a car of his own. He does
spend about $50 to $100 per month in personal expenses which include compact
discs, clothes, food, and an occasional date. Most of Ed's friends date more than he
does. He claims dating is too expensive for him to get very involved plus the fact that
he doesn 't have his driver's license which limits his activities. When he does date it
is usually a double date with a friend who has a car. Ed said his dates always consist
of going to a movie or going out to get something to eat.
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Ed is a regular attender in school. He likes to fish and hunt and will miss
school anytime for those purposes.

Sometimes he hunts a nd fishes with his

stepfather but most of the time it is with close friends. The attendance secretary at
school also has recorded a few truancies which Ed co nfi rms. Ed and hi s friends cut
class at times to eat breakfast a t Sills, a local breakfast favorite, or they might cut the
class right after lunch to increase the lunch hour from 30 minutes to 2 hours. Ed's
parents are aware of these occasions and do not condone him cutting class. Ed
brushes it off by saying, "Everyo ne does it, it's not that big a deal."
Ed's grade point average fo r the first term was 2.35. He believes he could do
much better but is satisfied with his grades. Ed received no failin g grades and the
best grade he received was a B+ in auto mechanics. Ed's Spa nish teacher describes
him as being prepared half of the time and as a student she has a difficult time
motivating. "I really like Ed," she comments, "but he is capable of so much more
th an he is currently giving." Ed received a C- in Spanish.
Ed claims he does about two to three hours ofhomework per week but admits
those figures could easily be infl ated. There are some weeks he doesn't do any
homework but when major assignments are required such as an English term paper
or a book report is due, Ed usually does the homework necessary to complete the
assignment. Ed said that his job generally does not interfere with the time he spends
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on homework nor do school extra curricular activities because he does not
participate in any organized activities after school. He does however watch a lot of
television. Sometimes he might watch as much as five to six hours of television a day
which at times distracts from his homework. When he does have homework he will
often try to watch television and do his homework at the same time. He claims that
watching television and doing homework at the same time do not negatively effect
the quality of his homework.
On Sunday, Ed attends church about three Sundays out of four.

He

volunteers that he doesn ' t enjoy church and after he and his friends will skip a
meeting and ride around in a friend's car. Most of his time on Sunday is spent with
friends "listening to music and having a good time."
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Case Study for Group F
(No Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N=53)
Farah is a junior this year. She and her family live in one of the more affiuent
areas in the school boundaries. Her father is an accountant with a large accounting
firm in Salt Lake City and her mother is a housewife who volunteers some of her
time a t a local hospital providing care and comfort to patients and families of
seriously ill people. She also spends time at nursing homes where she performs the
sa me functions that she does at the hospita l. All of her time is donated. Farah has
a younger sister, 13, and an older sister who is currently fulfilling a full time
proselyting mission for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Farah is in volved in ma ny extracurricular activities. She tried out and won
a part in the school play. Although her drama class meets every other day for 1 '12
hours, the participants in the school play were required to meet before school for 1
'12 hours to perfect the play. This practice schedule was in effect for the two months

prior to opening night of the play. Farah is, also, a member of the Future Business
Leaders of America and spends 2 to 3 hours per week planning and attending the
functions of th at organization. Furthermore, Farah is a regular attender of the boy's
football fames a nd the boys basketball games. These two sporting events are usually
the most heavily attended athletic events during the year and are generally held at
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night. Farah states tha t she spends from 6 to 15 hours per week involved in school
extracurricu lar activities.
According to most of her teachers, Farah is a very hard working student.
Nevertheless, she has a cumulative grade point average of2.81. Farah mentions that
academ ic subjects such as English, mathem atics, science and foreign languages have
always been extremely difficult for her. Her school records show th at she has never
avoided difficult classes. She has taken a forei gn lan guage every year since the ninth
grade. She also took Honors English I 0 a nd geometry as a so phomore, never
receiving a grade better than Call year long in either class. This year she does not
have a math class, but does have English and Adva nced Placement American
History.

Both of these teachers describe Farah as a hard worker and always

prepared, but she has a difficult time with tests a nd other pressure situations. Her
Advanced Placemen t history teacher commented that "things just don't seem to click
for her even though she is one of my hardest working students." However, Farah
does well in classes where effort is the main component of the grade. Drama, Word
Processing, and Co ncert Choir are classes in which she earned a grade of "A" this
year.
Fa rah generally is with a group of friends. "I have lots of friends and we' re
together co nstantly .. .in school and after school.

We even arranged our class
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schedules so that we could take the same classes together and have the same lunch.
[Davis High School has two lunch periods.]" Farah is also an attractive girl who has
little difficulty getting dates. Boys are constantly around Farah and her girlfriends
during class break and at lunch . Her popularity with the boys has caused some
friction between herself and her father. "Harold [she refers to her father by his first
name to assert herself, but not with disrespect] gets upset with me when I talk too
long on the phone and he won 't let me date as much as I would like to , but we get
a long. I know he is trying to do what he thinks is right."
Farah would like to go to college after she graduates from high school. "My
dad a nd mom have always encouraged us to plan on attending college.

I think I

would like to go to Utah Stale where I could gel a good education but have some fun
at the same time."
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Case Study for Group G
(Yes Work; Yes Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N =25)
Jill is a senior with a current grade point average of 2. 71. She li ves with her
mother, fath er, two younger sisters, ages 10 and 12, and an older brother, age 22,
who atte nds Utah Valley Com munity College. Jill's father is a pha m1aceutica!
salesman and her mother works part-time in an art frami ng gallery.
Jill says she loves school and always has although she readily admits academic
subjects like English, mathematics, a nd science have been difficult for her since grade
school. Her science teacher says that Jill tries very hard but that she "freezes up on
tests and other important assignments. " Most of Jill's teachers agreed that Jill was
very likeable, outgoing, and had lots of friend s. Jill's English teacher has difficulty
with her turnin g in homework assignments. According to the teacher Jill only turns
in about 75% of her assignments a nd some of those are not completed.
Jill is on the soccer team and has also played o n the school girl's basketball
and track team. "I've always loved sports," she sta tes. "When I was you ng, I was
better tha n lots of the boys in th e neighborhood and often picked first when we were
choosin g teams," she continued. She practices a t least two hours a day with the
school team a nd also is a starter for the team on game days. Jill 's father often comes
to the games to watch her play.

Jill said that her parents have always been
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supportive of her athletic pursuits in both time and money. Jill also said that the
time she spends in athletics does not conflict with her homework but she is often too
tired after practice to do her homework.
On Saturday, Jill works at the picture framing gallery where her mother
works. Her mother was instrumental in getting Jill the job for which she is paid
$4.25 per hour. She generally works between five and eight hours every Saturday but
she does not work any days after school. Jill's mother says that Jill has always been
artistic and the owner of the framing store is very satisfied with the quality and speed
of Jill 's work.
Jill's father spends about ten days a month out of town on business but he is
proud of the amoun t of time he spends with his family. Jill and her two sisters spend
time every day feed and taking care of two horses owned by the family. The family
often rides together on Saturday and sometimes after school.
Jill's evenings are spent on the telephone, watching television and spending
time with friends. She shays she does only about three or four hours of homework
a week and never does any on weekends. She often dates, about eight times per
month, and likes to attend school activities especially school stomps after football
games.
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Jill will grad uate at the end of the current school year and plans on becoming
a physical education teacher or a physical therapist.
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Case Study for Group H
(No Work; No Extracurricular; GPA below 3.0; N =26)
Harlan is in the II th grade. His parents were divorced when he was in the
eighth grade. He now lives with his mother and younger sister. The family lives in
a modest home which they have rented ever since the divorce ofhis parents. Harlan's
mother works for the Internal Revenue Service.
Harl an attends school about 80% of the time. He maintains that his absences
are due to illness, but he has been known to be truant according to the attendance
secretary. Harlan also has some difficulty in getting to class on time. According to
his English teacher he is tardy "almost every day but he never causes any trouble in
class." His favorite class is photography because he enjoys working with cameras
and the teacher is "an easy grader" according to Harlan. His mother teacher says
that Harlan's main problem is his lack of motivation . Harlan goes to class prepared
only about 50% of the time which doesn' t seem to bother him. The math teacher has
talked with Harlan and made phone calls to his mother to see if there is some way
they can work together to get Harlan to be more motivated and try harder, but
nothing seems to change.
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Harlan seldom does any homework. "If I ca n' t get it done in class, it doesn 't
get done," he said when asked about homework. He said that most of his friends feel
the same way he does about homework.
Harlan has two close friends and five to ten others that he sometimes sociall y
mixes with. He is especially close to Tom who has the same class schedule that
Harlan has except fo r one class. They also have almost identical cu mulative grade
point averages: Harlan's is 1.85, Tom's is 1.78.
Harlan is not very concerned a bout the future. "I'll make it like everybody
else does," he responds. He isn' t worried about high school graduation although he
has failed three classes in hi s ninth a nd tenth grade years that need to be repeated.
After school Harla n usually meets with so me friends and they ride around in
Tom's truck or they might go to a friends house and listen to music. They generally
go to a friend 's home when both pa rents are away.
At ni ght, Harlan, his mother and sister generall y eat dinner together and then
they usually watch television. He has a number of favorite programs that the he
watches regularly and often he stays up late to watch David Letterman . He admits
th at gettin g to school on time is difficult after late night television. Sometin1es a
friend might come over at night a nd instead of watching television, they might go
riding, go to the mall and walk around or go to the a rcade and pl ay "Pit Fighter."
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Ha rl a n's weekends begin with "sleeping in ." About every fifth or sixth
Sunday he goes to church with his mother and sister who attend regularly. He says
he does th a t "only to keep them happy." Most of the time is spent "cruising, talking
on the phone, a nd just being with my friend s." Harlan's conversation is filled with
teenage ja rgon and words such as "bogus," "dude," and "awesome."
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John A. Sadler
1466 East Lakeview Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Phone:
(801) 298-1574
Personal:

Birthdate: April 6, 1946
Birthplace: Salt Lake City, Utah
Marital Status: Married, 3 Children
Health: Excellent

Education:

Primary and Secondary Schools, Magna, Utah
B.S., University of Utah, 1971
Major: History
Minor: Geography
M. Ed., Utah State University/Weber State College, 1983
Doctoral Student, Secondary Education, Utah State
University, 1984 to present
Administrative/Supervisory Endorsement, Utah State
University, 1986

Experience:

L.D.S. Mission, Scotland, 1966-1968
U.S. Army Reserve, 1970-1976
Member, Sigma Chi Fraternity, 1968-1971
Owner/Manager, Brass Boot, Inc. (retail shoe store),
Magna, Utah, 1973-1981
Manager, Arbor Park Shopping Center,
Magna, Utah, 1973-1981
Chairman, Christmas Festival Arbor Park Shopping
Center, Magna, Utah, 1973-1980
Youth Athletic Coach , basketball, baseball , soccer, 1973present
Building contractor, Bountiful, Utah, 1978-1985
Teacher, North Davis Junior High School,
Clearfield, Utah, 1981-1986
Member, Accreditation Steering Committee,
North Davis Junior High School, 1982-1983
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Teacher, In School Suspension Pilot Program ,
North Davis Junior High School, 1983-1984
Faculty Advisor, Usher Club, North Davis Junior High
School, 1982-1986
Davis Education Association Representative,
1984-1985
Chairman, Joint Staff Study Committee, North Davis
Junior High School, 1984-1985 (Career Ladder
Implementation and Evaluation)
Chairman, Standards Committee, North Davis Junior High
School, 1984-1985
Member, Joint Staff Study Committee, North Davis Junior
High School, 1985-1986
Department Head, Social Studies, North Davis Junior High
School, 1985-1986
Assistant Principal, North Davis Junior High School,
Clearfield, Utah, 1987-1988
Member, CCLE, Davis High School, 1988-1991
Member, Joint Staff Study Committee, Davis High
School, 1988-1991
Assistant Principal, Davis High School, Kaysville, Utah,
1988-1991
Principal, North Davis Junior High School, Clearfield,
Utah, 1991-presen t
Professional:

Utah State University, Doctoral Fellowship, 1986
Utah State Universi ty, Supervisor of Student Teachers, 1986
Utah State University, Instructor, Student Teacher
Seminar, 1986
Evaluator with James P. Shaver, Associate Dean of
Research , College of Education, Utah State
University, of Computer Writing Labs in Utah High
Schools, Grant from Utah State Office of
Education, I986- I987
Member, Davis County School District Concurrent
Enrollment Committee, 1988-1990
Member, Davis County School District Selection
Committee for District Science Supervisor, 1990
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Member, Davis County School District Citizenship
Grading Procedures Co mmittee, 1990
Presenter, UMEA Winter Conference, 1991 , "Grading
Procedures and Disclosure Statements: The
Umbrella of Reasonableness"
Member, Davis County School District School Rental
Policy Committee, 1991-1992

